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1 Introduction
There are several styles and methodologies for the construction of computer programs. Some
of these can be collectively called Transformational Programming; see Partsch [32]. It is one
method in this class for which our results are important: the algebraic style of programming
that has already been mentioned by Burstall & Landin [13] and, later, Backus [4]. More specif-
ically, we are considering the practical method developed by Bird [8, 9] and Meertens [29], now
being explored and extended by a number of researchers, e.g., [3, 40]. In the Bird-Meertens
style of programming one derives a program from its specification by algebraic calculation.
Bird [7, 9, 10] has identified several laws for specific data types and he has shown the practi-
cality of the approach by deriving (by calculation) algorithms for various problems. The work
of Malcolm [24, 25, 26] shows that quite a number of very important laws (such as the unique
extension property and the fusion and promotion laws) come for free for any data type, when
one defines a data type to be an initial algebra, or dually, a final algebra. Initiality and finality
give several equivalences for free, and, quoting Dijkstra [15, page 17],
equivalences lie at the heart of any practical calculus.
The importance of initiality as a principle of proof has already been observed by Lehmann
and Smyth [22]. Also Goguen [17] observes that initiality allows proofs by induction to be
formulated without induction, and Backhouse [3] and Meertens [30] show the advantage of
this for a practical calculus of programs: the induction-less proof steps are more compact and
purely calculational. Finality is dual to initiality, and has therefore the same benefits. In
fact, an early attempt to exploit this phenomenom for actual programming has been made
by Aiello et al. [1].
All research done so far into the Bird-Meertens style of programming has considered only
total elements and total functions (= programs). That is, partial functions (undefined for
some arguments) and partial elements (having some undefined constituents) have not been
allowed in the theory. The restriction to total elements and functions does not preclude
infinite elements and (possibly never ending) programs that operate on infinite elements, as
Malcolm [24] and Hagino [21, 20] have shown. Yet we know from computability theory that
the restriction to totality precludes a large set of computable —though partial— functions
and elements. Also, in practice it occurs that one would like to define a function by recursive
definition or a while program without being able to prove its being total. (A well-known
example of this is the function f defined by f x = x if x ≤ 1 , f(x/2) if x is even,
f(3x + 1) otherwise. At present it is unknown whether f is total. As another example,
Bird et al. [10] use recursion that is not allowed by the theory that they —implicitly— say
to adhere to.) For us a major motivation for extending the theory with full recursion is
the development of a transformational approach to semantics directed compiler generation:
Meijer [31] applies the Bird-Meertens way of program development to denotational semantics.
The price to be paid for the introduction of full recursion is that the elements of the data
type and the functions defined on the data type may be partial, including possibly totally
undefined (“bottom”). Recursion has been studied extensively, in particular in the field of
denotational semantics. The novelty of our results is the purely equational laws that we are
able to isolate in a framework where recursion is allowed.
Another drawback of the approach of Malcolm [24, 25, 26] and Hagino [21, 20] is that there
is no initial data type that comprises both the finite and the infinite lists. As a consequence
there is no inductively defined program that works for both finite and infinite lists, e.g., a
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“map” that doubles each element of a list. Clearly, this is unfortunate; there are for example
a lot of stream processing functions that make sense for finite streams as well. Our notion of
data type makes it possible that both finite and infinite elements are in one initial data type.
Technically speaking, our notion of data type comes very close to the notion of continuous
algebra, introduced in the field of semantics of programming languages, by Goguen et al. [18]
and Reynolds [36]. Briefly, a continuous algebra is just an algebra whose carrier is a pointed
cpo (complete partially ordered set with a least element), whose operations are continuous
functions, and for which the homomorphisms are strict continuous functions. Goguen et
al. [18] and Reynolds [36] claim that for arbitrary signature an initial continuous algebra
exists. (But this is not completely true: if the algebra has only one operation, it has to be
strict as well.) Following Wand [44] and Smyth & Plotkin [38] we present our construction in
a categorical framework, using the notion of order-enriched category instead of the particular
category CPO of pointed cpo’s for which Reynolds proof is valid. It is then not hard to show
that the construction has also the desired finality property.
Our extension to the current theory has been suggested in part to us by Ross Paterson.
Actually, Paterson himself has done similar work [33]. Our results are very close to his, the
main difference being that he has not shown the initiality and finality of the data types, and
consequently is forced to use Fixpoint Induction where we can simply invoke the uniqueness
brought forward by initiality and finality. As soon as these proofs have been done, the laws
derived by Paterson are very similar to ours, and in some cases even more general. By the
way, once we have proven the initiality and finality property of our notion of data type, we
can immediately derive all the laws already proven by, say, Malcolm [24, 25, 26] since he uses
only the initiality, or the finality. In addition we can derive some results that depend on both
the initiality and finality of the data type.
The remainder of the paper consists of (a remark on notation, an example that recalls some
terminology about lists, and) five sections. First we review some concepts that are well-known
in category theory and we explain their relevance for the algebraic style of programming. Im-
portant are the notions of (co-)homomorphism and natural transformation, and in particular
the notion of catamorphism (= homomorphism on an initial data type) and its dual, called
anamorphism. Second we devote a section to the Main Theorem that asserts for some cat-
egories the existence of algebras with the desired properties. In particular we recall the
definition of the category CPO and CPO⊥ . The least fixed point of the so-called envelope,
termed hylomorphism, is studied here. In our framework the fusion law for hylomorphisms
turns out to be slightly stronger than the fusion law for cata- and anamorphisms. Third we
derive various laws that are useful for program calculation. This is done in Section 4 for
general laws, in Section 5 for laws for ‘map’, and in Section 6 for ‘reduce’ and ‘generate’. As
we have said above, many laws are already known, but not all of them, and some are certainly
not widely known.
We do not consider data types (algebras) with equations, like associativity of an operation.
We expect that most of the theory will go through in the presence of equations, but at present
we are unable to give an elegant formal treatment.
Notation For ease of memorisation and formal manipulation in actual program calculation
we wish to be very systematic in the way we write terms, (abbreviated) equations and type
assertions. After some experimentation we have decided to write consistently in a formula
the part denoting a source (input) at the left, and the part denoting a target (output) at the
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right. As a consequence, we write composition of programs (“morphisms”) f and g as f ; g
(pronounced “ f then g ”). This —not entirely unconventional— way of writing turns out to
be very convenient for actual calculation.1 It is only in some examples that we need to apply
a program on some input; for consistency we write then x.f for “ x subject to f ”.
Example: some list concepts In various examples we shall use some concepts and no-
tions of so-called cons-lists to illustrate the formal definitions. Here we explain the concepts
informally.
The type of cons-lists over A , denoted AL (usually A∗ ), is defined by
AL = nil A | cons (A×AL) .
This also defines the functions nil : A → AL and cons : A × AL → AL . The carrier
AL consists of precisely all results yielded by repeated applications of nil and cons (using
arbitrary elements of A ). (Bird [8] uses join-lists with an associative join-operation of type
AL × AL → AL . We do not treat data type with laws, such as the associativity of join, and
therefore use cons-lists rather than the more elegant join-lists.) The following functions are
defined on lists. In the explanation we write cons as an infix semicolon that associates to
the right, and we abbreviate xi..j = xi : xi+1 : . . . : xj−1 : nil (excluding xj and ending in
nil ), and x = x0..n .
head : x0..(n+1) 7→ x0
tail : x0..(n+1) 7→ x1..(n+1)
fL : x 7→ (x0.f) : (x1.f) : . . . : (xn−1.f) : nil
this is the so-called f -map, usually denoted f∗
⊕/e : x 7→ x0 ⊕ (x1 ⊕ (· · · xn−1 ⊕ e))
this is the so-called (right-) reduce
⊕/ = ⊕/e where e is the left identity of ⊕, if it exists and is unique
join : (x, y) 7→ x0 : x1 : . . . : xn−1 : y
inits : x 7→ x0..0 : x0..1 : x0..2 : . . . : x0..n : nil
tails : x 7→ x0..n : x1..n : x2..n : . . . : xn..n : nil
segs : x 7→ the list containing all xi..j for i ∈ 0..n and j ∈ i..n, in this order .
More formally, these functions may be defined by
(a : x).head = a
(a : x).tail = x
nil .fL = nil
(a : x).fL = (a.f) : (x.fL)
1Now, the left-to-right direction of writing and reading coincides with the direction of source-to-target,
which is convenient indeed. Moreover, if we write f ◦ g for “ f after g ”, then, in order to ease formal
manipulation (such as type checking), we have to reverse all arrows, saying f : A← B rather than f : B →
A . Consequently, formula f : in → ϕ (i.e., equation in ; f = f ; ϕ ) becomes f : ϕ ← in (i.e., equation
f ; ϕ = in; f ). It will be shown that the equation is a recursive definition of f where in stands for the formal
parameter (a pattern) and f ; ϕ is the defining expression; with our notation the formal pattern comes at the
left (as we are used to), and the defining expression comes at the right.
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nil . ⊕/e = e
(a : x). ⊕/e = a⊕ (x. ⊕/e)
(x, y).join = x. cons/y
nil .inits = (nil) : nil
(a : x).inits = x. (inits; (a:)L; (nil :))
nil .tails = (nil) : nil
(a : x).tails = (a : x) : (x.tails)
segs = inits; tailsL; join/ the identity of join is nil .
In the notation that we shall use in the sequel, the definition of head reads cons ; head = p`i ;
and similarly cons ; tail = p´i . The reader may convince herself that inits and tails can be
defined as right reduces, and that
idL = id
(f ; g)L = fL; gL the map distribution law
join/; fL = fLL; join/ the map promotion law
join/;⊕/ = ⊕/L;⊕/ the reduce promotion law
head ; f = fL; head
tail ; fL = fL; tail
inits; fLL = fL; inits
tails; fLL = fL; tails
segs; fLL = fL; segs .
With the laws presented in this paper, we shall be able to prove the map distribution and
both promotion laws without induction. The proof of the last equation, given the preceding
ones, is easy:
fL; segs
=
fL; inits; tailsL; join/
=
inits; fLL; tailsL; join/
=
inits; (fL; tails)L; join/
=
inits; (tails; fLL)L; join/
=
inits; tailsL; fLLL; join/
=
inits; tailsL; join/; fLL
=
segs; fLL
In the sequel we shall meet more economic ways to carry out such proofs. (We owe this
particular example to Roland Backhouse.)
2 Categories and Algebras
For an elegant formalisation of the notion of (many-sorted) algebra, avoiding subscripts,
signatures, and families of operator symbols and operations, the notion of functor is in-
dispensable. This leads us to some terminology of category theory. This has two further
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advantages. First, it allows for a far going generalisation since the basic ingredients (‘object’
and ‘morphism’) are not interpreted and thus any theorem proved about them holds for all
interpretations that satisfy the categorical axioms. Second, if one uses only categorical notions
one can dualise and thus obtain several results (and ideas and concepts) for free.
It is helpful if the reader knows the basic notions from category theory: category, initiality,
duality, and functor. Pierce [35] gives a very readable tutorial. A more extensive and also
fairly readable treatment of these notions, and the approach that we follow, is given by
Manes & Arbib [28, Chapter 2 and Part 3]. If the reader is not familiar with these terms,
she may still go on reading: just interpret ‘object’ as ‘type’, ‘morphism’ as ‘typed function’,
and ‘category’ as ‘a collection of types and typed functions’. (There are some axioms; these
are just what is needed to make their use meaningful, so we shall not explain them.) The
meaning or consequences of the remaining terms will be explained.
Basic nomenclature We let K vary over categories, A,B, . . . over objects, and f, g, . . .
ϕ, ψ, . . . over morphisms. Formula f : A → B in K asserts that f is a morphism in K
with source A and target B , and the indication of the category is omitted if no confusion
can result. (We allow for the notation f : B ← A but we will not use it, since we write a
source always at the left.) Composition is denoted by ; (pronounced ‘then’) so that
f ; g : A→ C whenever f : A→ B and g : B → C .
One (the) final object is denoted 1 ; it is characterised by the fact that for any A there is
precisely one morphism from A to 1 , denoted !A . (As a type 1 is the one-element type.)
We let F,G, . . . vary over functors2 (actually, endofunctors on K ), and write them with
postfix notation, hence having the highest priority in the parsing of a term. The identity
functor is denoted I , i.e., xI = x for any object and morphism x . Object A , when used as
a functor, is the constant functor defined by xA = A for all objects x and fA = idA for all
morphisms f . We let † vary over bi-functors, written with infix notation.
Product and co-product We postulate the existence of the categorical product and co-
product. These are denoted ×, ∆, p`i, p´i respectively +, ∇, ι`, ι´ . The conventional notation for
f ∆ g (“ f split g ”) is 〈f, g〉 ; we prefer an infix symbol and not to use commas, brackets or
parentheses (these are too important too waste for this particular purpose). The choice of the
symbol will be explained in a moment. Similarly, our f ∇ g (“ f junc g ”) is usually written
[f, g] . We call ×, ∆,+,∇ combinators. So, for any A,B,C and f : A→ B and g : A→ C ,
and any h : A→ C and j : B → C , there exist A×B and A+B and
f ∆ g : A→ B ×C p`i : A×B → A p´i : A×B → B
h ∇ j : A+B → C ι` : A→ A+B ι´ : B → A+B .
The remaining axioms asserting that they form a categorical product and co-product read:
f = g ∆ h ≡ f ; p`i = g ∧ f ; p´i = h(1)
f = g ∇ h ≡ ι`; f = g ∧ ι´; f = h(2)
2A functor F is a mapping from objects to objects, and from morphisms to morphisms, such that fF :
AF→ BF whenever f : A→ B , and (f ; g)F = fF; gF and idAF = id
AF .
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Combinators × and + are made into a bi-functor by defining its action on morphisms by
f × g = (p`i; f) ∆ (p´i; g)(3)
f + g = (f ; ι`) ∇ (g; ι´) .(4)
Further we define
∆A = idA ∆ idA : A→ A×A(5)
∇A = idA ∇ idA : A+A→ A(6)
so that f ∆ g = ∆; f × g and f ∇ g = f + g;∇ , which explains our choice of the symbols ∆
and ∇ . One can prove various equations involving these combinators; here are some.
f × g; p`i = p`i; f ι`; f + g = f ; ι`
f ∆ g; p`i = f ι`; f ∇ g = f
f ; g ∆ h = (f ; g) ∆ (f ; h) f ∇ g; h = (f ; h) ∇ (g; h)
p`i ∆ p´i = id ι` ∇ ι´ = id
(h; p`i) ∆ (h; p´i) = h (ι`; h) ∇ (ι´; h) = h
f ∆ g; h× j = (f ; h) ∆ (g; j) f + g; h ∇ j = (f ; h) ∇ (g; j)
f × g; h× j = (f ; h)× (g; j) f + g; h+ j = (f ; h) + (g; j)
f ∆ g = h ∆ j ≡ f = h ∧ g = j f ∇ g = h ∇ j ≡ f = h ∧ g = j
In parsing an expression, the combinators bind stronger than composition ; (and, in actual
program texts, weaker than any other operation).
In some examples we postulate for a predicate p on object A the existence of a morphism
p? : A→ A+A
such that p? maps its argument into the left component of A+A if p holds for it, and into
the right component otherwise. Thus p?; f ∇ g models the familiar if p then f else g . (One
can construct such a p? from p : A→ 1 + 1 and the δR introduced below.)
Polynomial functors For mono-functors F and G and bi-functor † (like × and + ) we
define mono-functors FG and (F † G) :
x(F G) = (xF)G
x(F†G) = xF † xG .
In view of the first equation we need not write parentheses in xFG ; it is clear from the
font used for functors that the first ‘juxtaposition’ is functor application, and the second
‘juxtaposition’ is functor composition. Notice that in (F † G) the bi-functor † is “lifted”
to act on functors rather than objects or morphisms; (F † G) itself is a mono-functor. The
functors generated by
F ::= I | A | FG | (F× G) | (F + G)
are called the polynomial functors. In Section 5 we shall see that also any data type definition
induces a new functor; e.g., with AL the usual data type of lists over A , L is at the same time
defined on morphisms in such a way that fL is the function that applies f to each member
in the list. A frequently occurring functor is I × I which we denote by ii . For example, a
binary operation on A has type Aii→ A .
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Algebras
Let K be a category and F be a functor, fixed throughout the sequel. Unless stated otherwise
explicitly, any object is an object in K and any morphism is a morphism in K .
F -algebra An F -algebra is a pair (A,ϕ) where A is an object, called the carrier of
the algebra, and ϕ : AF → A is a morphism, called the operation of the algebra. Thus
we allow for only one carrier, only one operation, that takes only one argument. This
makes the definition so simple, and the theorems and proofs so readable in comparison with
traditional formalisations of many-sorted algebra; cf. Goguen et al. [18], Ehrig & Mahr [16],
Reynolds [36] and so on. Yet, when the product and co-product exist, the definition generalises
the traditional notion of algebra. Here are some examples.
• Suppose ϕ is to be a binary operation A×A→ A . Then we can take F = ii ; indeed,
ϕ : AF→ A .
• Suppose ϕ is to model a pair of operations, say ψ : AG→ A and χ : AH→ A . Then
we can take F = G + H and ϕ = ψ ∇ χ ; indeed, ϕ : AF→ A .
• The carrier of a many-sorted algebra can be modeled as the sum of the constituent
carriers plus an extra summand 1 that plays the role of of an “exception” carrier for
the outcome of a function when it is supplied with an element not in its domain. For
example, suppose A is to model two carrier sets B and C . Then we take A =
(B + C) + 1 . A function f : ... → B can now be modeled by f ; ι`; ι` : ... → A . A
function g : B → ... can be modeled by ((g; ι`) ∇ (!C ; ι´)) ∇ (!1; ι´) : A → ... + 1 . ( !X is
the unique morphism from X to 1 .)
• Suppose A is to model two carrier sets, B and C say, and ϕ is to model an operation
ψ : B → C . Then we take A = (B + C) + 1 , as explained above. Further we take
ϕ = ((ψ; ι`; ι´) ∇ (!C ; ι´) ∇ (!1; ι´)
and F = I . Indeed, ϕ : AF→ A .
• Finally, suppose again that A is to model two carrier sets B and C , but now ϕ is to
model an operation ψ : B × B → C . As explained above we take A = (B + C) + 1 .
Further we need to postulate a morphism δR : X × (Y + Z) → (X × Y ) + (X × Z)
satisfying f × (g + h); δR = δR; (f × g) + (f × h) . Omitting the details we claim that
one can now construct a similar morphism δL (and vice versa), and then a similar
morphism δ satisfying
(f1 + g1 + h1)× (f2 + g2 + h2); δ = δ; (f1 × f2) + . . .+ (h1 × h2) .
Now we take F = ii and
ϕ = δ; (ψ; ι`; ι´) ∇ . . . ∇ (!1×1; ι´) .
Indeed, ϕ : AF→ A .
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Example: naturals Consider the usual algebra of natural numbers with one carrier and
two operations; IN = {0, 1, . . .} is the carrier, the constant 0 ∈ IN is modeled with the
‘nullary’ operation zero : 1 → IN , and the successor operation with suc : IN → IN . Taking
F = 1 + I we have that zero ∇ suc : INF→ IN and (IN, zero ∇ suc) is an F -algebra indeed.
Example: lists The algebra of cons-lists over A has the form (AL,nil ∇ cons) where AL
is the set of lists over A , nil : 1 → AL models the nullary operation yielding the empty
list, and cons : A × AL → AL models the binary operation that from a ∈ A and l ∈ AL
constructs a list cons(a, l) ∈ AL . Taking F = 1+(A× I) we have that nil ∇cons : ALF→ AL ,
and (AL,nil ∇ cons) is an F -algebra. (We shall later see that the L used here is a functor
too.)
Example: rose trees The algebra of rose trees over A (multi-branching trees with el-
ements from A at the tips) has the form (AR, tip ∇ fork ) where tip : A → AR and
fork : ARL → AR (with L from the previous example). Taking F = A + L we have that
tip ∇ fork : ARF→ AR , and so (AR, tip ∇ fork) is an F -algebra indeed.
Homomorphisms Intimately related to algebra is the notion of homomorphism. Given
two F -algebras (A,ϕ) and (B,ψ) , morphism h is an F -homomorphism from (A,ϕ) to
(B,ψ) if h : A→ B is a morphism in K and
(7) ϕ; h = hF; ψ , which we denote by h : ϕ
F
→ ψ Homo Def
In our formalism the conventional lawless algebras become F -algebras with a polynomial
functor F . So the reader may wish to check that for F = I , F = A , F = ii and indeed
for any polynomial functor, Homo Def (7) says that h “respects” or or “commutes with”
the operation(s) of the algebra. For functors F that are not polynomial, the notion of F -
algebra does not correspond to a familiar thing, and in this case Homo Def (7) is just the
requirement that by definition declares h into a homomorphism from (A,ϕ : AF → A) to
(B,ψ : BF→ B) .
Homomorphisms play a very important roˆle in program calculation: equation (7) gives
two different ways of computing the same morphism (function). In particular, ϕ ; h may be a
part of a program, and the equation says that we may exchange it for hF; ψ . Thus operation
h is “promoted” (in the sense of Bird’s [6] ‘Promotion and Accumulation strategies’, and
Darlington’s [14] ‘filter promotion’) from being a post-process of ϕ into being a pre-process
for ψ . In view of this use we will pronounce h : ϕ
F
→ ψ as “ h is ϕ
F
→ ψ promotable”. The
equation, when used from left to right in an actual program, may have a drastic, beneficial,
effect on the computation time of the program, if ϕ and ψ are costly operations acting on
sets, and h is a kind of filter that throws away part of its argument. On the other hand, using
the equation from right to left can also be an efficiency improvement, e.g., when ϕ = ψ =
summing the numbers in a list and h is multiplication by seven. But mostly the exchange
of one side of the equation for the other side will be done only in order to make future
transformations possible, without aiming at an immediate efficiency improvement.
Example Consider the function f : IN → IN mapping n to 2n , i.e., zero; f = one and
suc; f = f ; double . This function is a (1+I) -homomorphism from (IN, zero∇suc) to (IN, one∇
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double) , and we write f : zero ∇ suc
1+I
→ one ∇ double , since
zero ∇ suc; f
=
(zero; f) ∇ (suc; f)
=
(id1; one) ∇ (f ; double)
=
id1 + f ; one ∇ double
=
f(1 + I); one ∇ double .
Referring to the explanation of some list concepts in the introduction, we can formulate
most of the given equations as homomorphism assertions in two ways, e.g.,
f : head
L
→ head and also: head : fL
I
→ f
fL : join/
L
→ join/ and also: join/ : fLL
I
→ fL .
This phenomenom is formulated below as law Homo Swap (13).
We urge the reader to become intimately familiar with the notation f : ϕ
F
→ ψ since it
will be used throughout the paper. To this end the reader may pause here and work out the
equations of the introductory example. (A category theoretician might recognize a commuting
square diagram in the formula f : ϕ
F
→ ψ , even if ϕ,ψ, F are composite as in the laws below.)
The category of F -algebras We have argued that homomorphisms are computationally
relevant. They are also calculationally attractive since they satisfy a lot of algebraic properties.
The first two are very important and frequently used.
(8) id : ϕ
F
→ ϕ Homo Id
(9) f ; g : ϕ
F
→ χ ⇐ f : ϕ
F
→ ψ ∧ g : ψ
F
→ χ Homo Compose
and moreover
(10) fF : ϕF
I
→ ψF ⇐ f : ϕ
I
→ ψ Homo Distr
(11) f : ϕ1 ∇ ϕ2
F1+F2→ ψ1 ∇ ψ2 ≡ f : ϕi
Fi→ ψi (i = 1, 2) Homo sumFctr
(12) f : g; ϕ
A
→ g; ψ ⇐ f : ϕ
A
→ ψ Homo AFctr
(13) f : ϕ
F
→ ϕ ≡ ϕ : fF
I
→ f Homo Swap
(14) f : fF
F
→ f ⇐ f : AF→ A Homo Triv
And so on. Homo Compose (9) says that homomorphisms compose nicely; together with
Homo Id (8) it asserts that F -algebras form a category, called F-Alg (K) . An object in
this category F-Alg (K) is an F -algebra (A,ϕ) , and a morphism h : (A,ϕ) → (B,ψ) in
F-Alg (K) is a morphism h : A → B in K that satisfies h : ϕ
F
→ ψ . Composition is taken
from K , and so are the identities. Initiality in F-Alg (K) turns out to be an important
notion; we will define and discuss it below.
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Example Let us write → for
I
→ . Then we have inits, tails : fL→ fLL and join/ : fLL→
fL . We can now prove the equation fL; segs = segs; fLL rather simply, thanks to the notation
and laws for homomorphisms.
segs : fL→ fLL
⇐ definition segs , Homo Compose (9)
inits : fL→ fLL, tailsL : fLL→ fLLL, join/ : fLLL→ fLL
⇐ for the middle conjunct: Homo Distr (10);
given equations (taking f := fL for the right conjunct)
true .
Co-algebras By dualisation3we obtain the following concepts and definitions. An F -co-
algebra over K is a pair (A,ϕ) with ϕ : A → AF in K . A morphism h is called an
F -co-homomorphism from (A,ϕ) to (B,ψ) if h : A→ B in K and
(15) ϕ; hF = h; ψ , which we denote by h : ϕ
F
>− ψ CoHomo Def
The equations denoted by h : ϕ
F
→ ψ and h : ϕ
F
>− ψ are easy to remember: in both cases
ϕ is followed by h (and h precedes ψ ), and the position of > on the arrow indicates which
occurrence of h is subject to functor F . Notice also that in both cases, as a morphism in
K , the source of h is the carrier that “belongs to” ϕ (and the target of h is the carrier
that “belongs to” ψ ). (We allow for the notation h : ψ −< ϕ but we will not use it, since we
write sources at the left and targets at the right.)
We have
(16) id : ϕ
F
>− ϕ CoHomo Id
(17) f ; g : ϕ
F
>− χ ⇐ f : ϕ
F
>− ψ ∧ g : ψ
F
>− χ CoHomo Compose
(18) fF : ϕF
I
>− ψF ⇐ f : ϕ
I
>− ψ CoHomo Distr
(19) f : ϕ1 ∆ ϕ2
F1×F2
>− ψ1 ∆ ψ2 ≡ f : ϕi
Fi
>− ψi (i = 1, 2) CoHomo prodFctr
(20) f : ϕ; g
A
>− ψ; g ⇐ f : ϕ
A
>− ψ CoHomo AFctr
(21) f : ϕ
F
>− ϕ ≡ ϕ : f
I
>− fF CoHomo Swap
(22) f : f
F
>− fF ⇐ f : A >− AF CoHomo Triv
Example: finite lists Consider the algebra of cons-lists discussed earlier: (AL,nil ∇ cons)
is an F -algebra with F = 1+(A× I) . Let empty? : AL→ AL+AL be the test on emptyness.
Then (AL, empty? ; !L + (head ∆ tail)) is an F -co-algebra. The operation of this co-algebra
has type AL→ 1 + (A×AL) and decomposes a list into its constituents (the constituents of
nil being the sole member of 1 ).
3Roughly said, dualisation is the process of interchanging everywhere the source and target, and the
operands of composition.
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Example: infinite lists Consider the carrier AM of infinite lists and the two total opera-
tions head : AM→ A and tail : AM→ AM . Taking F = A+ I , we see that (AM, head ∇ tail )
is an F -co-algebra. Clearly, head and tail decompose a list into its two constituents.
As is the case with initiality for algebras, finality for co-algebras will turn out to be an
important concept and will be discussed below.
Initiality and catamorphisms We explain (and define) here what initiality means in the
category F-Alg (K) . Let (L, in) be an object in F-Alg (K) . By definition, (L, in) is initial
in F-Alg (K) if: for any A and ϕ : AF→ A there exists precisely one f : L→ A satisfying
in ; f = fF; ϕ or, equivalently,(♥)
f = out ; fF; ϕ(♦)
where out : L→ LF is the inverse of in , which is easily shown to exist (see Section 4). We
call in the constructor and out the destructor of the initial algebra. Interpreted in Set this
equation may be read as an inductive definition of f : it says that the result of f on any
element in L equals what one obtains by applying fF to the constituents of the element and
subjecting these to ϕ . The phrase “there exists precisely one such f ” means that for (L, in)
this kind of “inductive definition” is well defined, i.e., does define uniquely a morphism f
indeed. The unique solution for f in these equations is denoted ([F| ϕ]) or simply ([ϕ]) if F
is understood. So initiality of (L, in) in F-Alg (K) is —apart from typing— fully captured
by the law
f = ([F| ϕ]) ≡ f : in
F
→ ϕ Cata Uniq
([F| ϕ]) is called an F -catamorphism ( κατα meaning ‘downwards’) since, interpreted as a
computing agent, ([ϕ]) descends along the structure of the argument (systematically replacing
each in by ϕ , see the example below). So a catamorphism is nothing but a homomorphism
on an initial algebra. It is useful to have a separate name for them, since in contrast to
homomorphisms they are not closed under composition and have the uniqueness property
Cata Uniq.
There may exists other F -algebras (L′, in ′) for which equation (♥) has several solutions
for f , or no one at all. In particular, only if in ′ is injective (i.e., “there is no confusion”
and in ′ has a post-inverse) there is at least one solution for f , and only if in ′ is surjective
(i.e., “there is no junk” and in ′ has a pre-inverse) there is at most one solution for f . One
can prove that any two initial objects are isomorphic, so that one might speak of the initial
F -algebra.
Notice that equation (♥) is ‘definition by pattern matching’, as in functional languages.
Equation (♦) on the other hand uses explicitly a destructor out to decompose an argument
into its constituents.
Example: some catamorphisms For any F and initial F -algebra (L, in) the inverse
out of in is out = ([F| inF]) . In Section 4 we have the laws available by which we can
(and will) derive this equation by calculation. For any ϕ we have
inFn; . . . ; inFF; inF; in ; ([ϕ]) = ([ϕ])FnF; ϕFn; . . . ; ϕFF; ϕF; ϕ .
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This shows clearly that ‘A catamorphism systematically replaces the constructor of the initial
algebra”. Now let F = 1 + I and let (N, zero ∇ suc) be a (the) initial F -algebra. Then
zero; suc; suc; . . . ; suc; ([F| a ∇ f ]) = a; f ; f ; . . . ; f .
The inverse of zero ∇ suc is outN = ([F| id1 + (zero ∇ suc)]) : N → 1 + N We have
that zero; outN = ι`; zero ∇ suc; outN = ι` and suc; outN = ι´; zero ∇ suc; outN = ι´ . So,
zero; sucn+1; out = zero; sucn; ι´ .
Finality and anamorphisms By dualising the previous discussion we have the following
definition of finality in F-co-Alg (K) . Suppose (L, out) is final in F-co-Alg (K) . Then, for
any A and ϕ : A→ AF in K there exists precisely one f : A→ L in K satisfying
ϕ; fF = f ; out or, equivalently,(♠)
f = ϕ; fF; in(♣)
where in is the inverse of out , which can be shown to exist. In words, the element in L
yielded by f is built from constituents that can equivalently be obtained from f ’s argument
by first applying ϕ and then subjecting these results to fF . The unique solution for f is
denoted db(F| ϕ)ec or simply db(ϕ)ec if F is understood; it is called an F -anamorphism (from
ανα , meaning ‘upward’). This is captured by:
f = db(F| ϕ)ec ≡ f : ϕ
F
>− out Ana Uniq
Notice that a catamorphism “consumes” arguments from the initial algebra, whereas an
anamorphism “produces” results in the final algebra. Anamorphisms are, currently, not as
widely recognised as catamorphisms, though we expect them to play an important roˆle in
programming.
Example: some anamorphisms Let F = 1 + (N × I) , the functor for cons-lists over N .
Suppose (M, out) is the final F -co-algebra. The inverse in of out can be written nil ∇ cons
with nil : 1 → M and cons : N ×M → M , namely define nil = ι`; in and cons = ι´; in .
(Warning: in K = Set we have that M contains both finite and infinite lists, whereas the
initial F -algebra contains only finite lists. So in Set (M,nil ∇cons) is not initial. In Section 3
we shall prove that there exists categories in which for the final F -co-algebra (M, out) it is
true that (M, in) is an initial F -algebra as well.) Let outN : N → 1 + N be as in the
previous example. Now define the anamorphism
preds = db(F| outN ; ∆NF)ec : N →M .
Then preds yields the list of predecessors of its argument. This may also be seen by rewriting
the definition of preds according to (♣) , obtaining the recursive equation
preds = outN ; id + (id ∆ id); predsF; nil ∇ cons
= outN ; nil ∇ (id ∆ preds; cons) .
Writing n for zero; sucn we have n; suc; preds = n; ι´; nil ∇ (id ∆ preds; cons) =
n ∆ (n; preds); cons .
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Let furthermore f : N → N be arbitrary. Define the anamorphism
fω = db(idN ∆ f ; ι´)ec : N →M .
This fω is known as “iterate f ”, as may be seen by rewriting it according to (♣) :
fω = id ∆ f ; ι´; fωF; nil ∇ cons
= id ∆ f ; ι´; id + (id× fω); nil ∇ cons
= id ∆ (f ; fω); cons .
Hence, writing f ∆g; cons as f : g (associating to the right), we have f ω = id: (f ; fω) = . . . =
id: f : (f ; f): · · · : (fn; fω) = f0: f1: f2: · · · : fn: · · · .
We can now define the list of natural numbers by
from = sucω : N →M
= db(id ∆ suc; ι´)ec : N →M
nats = zero; from : 1→M .
Both iterate f and from produce an infinite list; a possibly finite, possibly infinite list is
produced by a while construct:
f while p = db(p?; (id ∆ f) + nil)ec : N →M
where p is a predicate on N . Thus f while p contains all repeated applications of f as
long as predicate p holds of the elements.
Recursion In the previous discussion we have seen that equations (♦) and (♣) have a
unique solution. In general, one may wish to define morphisms by recursion equations that
are more general than either (♦) or (♣) , say by a fixed point equation like
f = ff(?)
where f is a unary morphism combinator (not necessarily a functor), i.e., ff is a term
possibly containing f . It is impossible to guarantee unique solutions in general; for example
there are many solutions for f in the equation f = f . Yet, as is well-known, under reasonable
assumptions on f and the category, fixed point equations do have have a “least” solution,
called the least fixed point of f and denoted µf . Moreover the least fixed point is the solution
computable by a straightforward operational rewrite interpretation of “definition” (?) .
Since we intend to allow arbitrary fixed point equations, it seems that there is no point
in paying attention to anamorphisms and catamorphisms. However, the advantage of ana-
and catamorphisms over arbitrary least fixed points is that the former are easier to calculate
with, since they are characterised fully equationally whereas the characterisation of the latter
involves besides equations also a partial order on the morphisms, see Section 3 and 4.
Roughly speaking (details in the next section), the existence of a least fixed point can
be guaranteed if the morphisms between any two objects form a so-called pointed cpo. This
order may be induced by a partial order on the elements of objects: if each object is a pointed
cpo, then the set of continuous functions between two objects form a pointed cpo too, and we
can take these to be the morphisms. If we furthermore require homomorphisms to be strict,
we have the so-called “continuous algebras”, or rather, the category ‘continuous F -algebras
over K ’, cf. Goguen et al. [18] and Reynolds [36]. However, contrary to what is suggested in
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the literature, we will show in Section 3 that the operation of each algebra has to be strict as
well, if an initial one is proven to exist. (There is no contradiction with the proof given by
Reynolds since any junc operation ϕ = ψ ∇ χ is strict even if ψ and χ are not.)
Thus, the “universe of discourse” K shall be the category K = CPO of cpo’s
with continuous, not necessarily strict, functions as morphisms (so that fixed point
equations have a unique least solution), but the main theorem, (47), only asserts
initiality in F-Alg (K⊥) (and finality in F-co-Alg (K) ) where K⊥ = CPO⊥ =
the subcategory having only strict functions as morphisms.
Notice also that the category F-Alg (K⊥) is a subcategory of the category of “continuous
F -algebras over K ”.
Polymorphism and natural transformations Let F and G be functors. If, for all
objects A , ϕA : AF→ AG is a morphism, we say ϕ is a polymorphic morphism, or briefly a
poly-morphism, and write ϕ : αF→ αG (which abbreviates ϕ : ∀(A :: AF→ AG) ). Actually,
ϕ is a family of morphisms rather than a single one. An example is id : α → α . It is often
the case, and in this paper always, that a polymorphic morphism satisfies a “polymorphic
equation”. To be precise, ϕ : αF→ αG is called a natural transformation if
(23) ∀(f :A→B :: fF; ϕB = ϕA; fG) which we denote by ϕ : F
.
→ G Ntrf Def
Wadler [42] and de Bruin [12] prove that any polymorphic (lambda-definable?) function is a
natural transformation, but the precise context in which their theorem holds is not clear to
us. Inspired by their theorem we shall prove that the poly-morphisms that we encounter are
natural transformations indeed; these proofs turn out to be quite simple.
As for homomorphisms, equation (23) is computationally relevant since it gives two oper-
ationally different ways of computing the same function. Moreover, natural transformations
are calculationally attractive since we have the following nice, easily verified, laws.
(24) ϕH : FH
.
→ GH ⇐ ϕ : F
.
→ G Ntrf Distr
(25) ϕ; ψ : F
.
→ H ⇐ ϕ : F
.
→ G ∧ ψ : G
.
→ H Ntrf Compose
(26) ϕ : HF
.
→ HG ⇐ ϕ : F
.
→ G Ntrf Poly
and moreover
(27) id : F
.
→ F Ntrf Id
(28) f : A
.
→ B ≡ f : A→ B Ntrf Triv
(29) ϕ1 † ϕ2 : F1 † F2
.
→ G1 † G2 ⇐ ϕi : Fi
.
→ Gi (i = 1, 2) Ntrf bi-Distr
(30) f : g; ϕ
G
→ g; ψ ⇐ g : F
.
→ G ∧ f : ϕ
F
→ ψ Ntrf to Homo
(31) ∆ : I
.
→ ii ∇ : ii
.
→ I Ntrf Split Junc
(32)
p`i : I× G
.
→ I ι` : I
.
→ I + G
p´i : F× I
.
→ I ι´ : I
.
→ F + I
Ntrf Proj Inj
(33) ϕ : F
.
→ I ≡ ∀(f :: f : ϕ
F
→ ϕ) Ntrf from Homo
(34) ϕ : I
.
→ F ≡ ∀(f :: f : ϕ
F
>− ϕ) Ntrf from CoHomo
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For doing and verifying calculations the subscript to a poly-morphism is hardly needed, so
we shall often omit them. However, the subscripts are very helpful when checking whether a
term is meaningful (well-typed), and grasping its meaning; so in definitions and laws we do
provide them.
Example The typing id : α → α suggests id : I
.
→ I . This is true indeed, since f ; id =
id; f for all f . Less trivially, recall the functions head , tail , inits, tails and join/ explained
informally in the beginning. (A completely formal treatment will be given in Section 6.)
These are all polymorphic, and the equations that we have given for them assert that they
are natural transformations indeed:
head : L
.
→ I
tail : L
.
→ L
inits : L
.
→ LL
tails : L
.
→ LL
join/ : LL
.
→ L .
Using these facts we can now prove fL; segs = segs; fLL for all f , i.e., segs : L
.
→ LL , even
slightly simpler than we did to illustrate homomorphisms:
inits; tailsL; join/ : L
.
→ LL
⇐ Ntrf Compose (25)
inits : L
.
→ LL, tailsL : LL
.
→ LLL, join/ : LLL
.
→ LL
⇐ for the middle conjunct: Ntrf Distr (24);
for the right conjunct: Ntrf Poly (26);
given facts
true .
One should compare this with the proofs given earlier.
3 The Underlying Theory — The Main Theorem
In this section we define our notion of data type, and prove its existence. We also show that
strictness of the operation of the algebras is a necessary condition. The properties asserted
by the Main Theorem will be captured in the next section by laws for program calculation.
Fixed point theory We assume that the reader is familiar with elementary fixed point
theory, see e.g., Stoy [39] or Schmidt [37]. A pointed cpo is a complete partial ordered set (the
partial order denoted v ) with a least element denoted ⊥ (“bottom”). The least upperbound
with respect to v is denoted
⊔
. (Some authors call this just a cpo, and use the name pre-
cpo for what we call a cpo. More specifically, by completeness we mean ω -completeness:
every ascending chain has a least upper bound.) Functions that preserve ⊥ are called strict.
Kleene’s Fixed Point Theorem says that for pointed cpo A and continuous function f from
A to A , f has a least fixed point, denoted µAf or simply µf , given by
µf =
⊔
(n :: ⊥.fn) .(35)
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(Recall that we write x.f for “ x subject to f ” when morphism f is used as a function.)
That µf is the least fixed point of f is fully captured by two implications:
(36) µf = x ⇒ x = x.f Fixed Point
(37) µf v x ⇐ x.f v x {⇐ x.f = x} . Least
A predicate P on A is inclusive if P (
⊔
(n :: an)) ⇐ ∀(n :: P (an)) for any ascending chain
(n :: an) . Predicates built from continuous functions, = and v , and have the form of a
universally quantified conjunction of disjunctions, are inclusive. For inclusive predicates P we
have the so-called Least Fixed Point Induction (sometimes called Computational Induction,
or Scott Induction):
(38) P (µf) ⇐ P (⊥) ∧ ∀(x :: P (x)⇒ P (x.f)) LFP Ind
(39) P (µf, µg) ⇐ P (⊥,⊥) ∧ ∀(x, y :: P (x, y)⇒ P (x.f, y.g)) . LFP Ind2
This allows us to prove properties about µf without using the definition of µ explicitly.
Bird [5] gives many examples of its use.
Here is a derived law, called “fusion”. We shall see in the sequel that this kind of law
plays an important role in program calculations (and derivations of additional laws). For
continuous functions f, g, h :
(40) (µf).g = µh ⇐ f ; g = g; h and g strict LFP Fusion
We prove the equality (µf).g = µh by Fixed Point Induction, taking P (x, y) ≡ (x.g = y) .
The base case P (⊥,⊥) is simple since g is strict. For the induction step we have
P (x.f, y.h)
≡ unfold
x.(f ; g) = y.h
≡ premiss
x.(g; h) = y.h
≡ induction hypothesis P (x, y)
true .
A slightly stronger version of LFP Fusion (40), and a large number of applications, have
been investigated by Meyer [31]. The law has already been mentioned by Stoy [39]. Gunter
et al. [19] call a fixed point operator uniform if law LFP Fusion (40) holds for it; they show
that the least fixed point operator µ is the unique uniform fixed point operator.
The category CPO and CPO⊥ The category CPO has as objects pointed cpo’s, and
as morphisms the continuous functions (with function composition as morphism composition,
and the identity functions as identity morphisms). The category CPO⊥ is the sub-category
that has the same objects and has as morphisms only the strict morphisms of CPO . The
set of continuous functions from a pointed cpo A to another one B is a pointed cpo itself;
the order is given by f vA→B g ≡ ∀(x :: x.f vB x.g) and the least element ⊥A→B is
x 7→ ⊥B . Composition ; is monotonic and continuous in both arguments. The final object
in CPO and CPO⊥ is 1 = {⊥} ; it is initial in CPO⊥ as well.
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The product combinators are defined as follows.
A×B = {(x, y) | x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B}
(x, y) v (x′, y′) ≡ x v x′ ∧ y v y′
f ∆ g = x 7→ (x.f, x.g)
p`i = (x, y) 7→ x
p´i = (x, y) 7→ y
and, following (3), f × g = (p`i ; f) ∆ (p´i; g) . Hence ⊥A×B = (⊥A,⊥B) and p`i, p´i are strict, and
×, ∆ preserve strictness, are monotonic and continuous in each of their arguments, and they
satisfy the axioms of a product: (1) and (3), both for K = CPO and for K = CPO⊥ .
It is known that CPO has no co-products, but CPO⊥ does (by defining A + B as the
coalesced sum of A and B , thus identifying ⊥A and ⊥B as ⊥A+B ). See e.g. Manes &
Arbib [28]. Nevertheless we define + as the separated sum, in which ⊥A and ⊥B are kept
separate and a new bottom element is added. This definition corresponds closely to fully lazy
functional languages (as explained below), and has as consequence that data type definitions
yield carriers with infinite elements in cases where the coalesced sum would not. An extensive
discussion of this phenomenom is given by Lehmann & Smyth [22]. Actually, they propose
to provide both the separated and the coalesced sum since one might sometimes wish that
a data type has no infinite elements. However, we consider the presence of two ‘sums’ (and
also two ‘products’) too complicated. So we define
A+B = {0} ×A ∪ {1} ×B ∪ {⊥}
x v y = x = ⊥ ∨ ((x)1 = (y)1 ∧ (x)2 v (y)2)
f ∇ g = ⊥ 7→ ⊥ ∪ (0, a) 7→ a.f ∪ (1, b) 7→ b.g
ι` = a 7→ (0, a)
ι´ = b 7→ (1, b)
and, following (4), f + g = (f ; ι`) ∇ (g; ι´) . Hence, f ∇ g and f + g are strict for all f, g , and
are monotonic and continuous in each of their arguments. Also, + is a bi-functor on both
CPO and CPO⊥ . Now recall the equation that characterises the categorical co-product:
f = g ∇ h ≡ ι`; f = g ∧ ι´; f = h
The equation does not hold on CPO since CPO has no co-products; indeed, the left hand
side determines f completely for given g, h but the right hand side does not determine the
outcome of ⊥.f . Surprisingly, the equation does hold on CPO⊥ , i.e., when f, g, h are taken
to be strict morphisms, and gives us the nice calculation properties that we use so frequently.
Yet A+ B is not a co-product in CPO⊥ ; this is because ι` and ι´ as defined above are not
strict.
In an operational interpretation the difference between the separated and coalesced sum
is explained as follows. In case of the separated sum, value (0,⊥A) as input for a program f
means that the tag 0 is fully determined and f can use this information to produce already
some part of its output, e.g., the tag of its result, or the complete result if it is independent
of the actual tagged value. In case of the coalesced sum, however, (0,⊥A) is identified with
(1,⊥B) into ⊥A+B , and for the program f there is no information at all, not even the
information that the tag of the input is 0 . Clearly both sums are implementable. It is the
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task of the language designer to choose the sum(s) that suits his purpose, e.g., having nice
calculational properties or allowing infinite elements.
The polynomial functors are monotonic and continuous on both CPO and CPO⊥ .
Alternative interpretations for × and + The coalesced sum ⊕ is a functor on CPO⊥
but not on CPO since it does not distribute always over composition (though the weaker
comparison (f ; g)⊕ (h; j) w (f ⊕h); (g⊕ j) holds). In order to allow for alternative interpre-
tations of + and × (in particular coalesced sum, smashed product) in the main theorem,
we shall take care to use the functors only on CPO⊥ .
O-categories and K⊥ Our main theorem below is formulated in terms of the particular
category CPO . In fact, nowhere we use the fact that the category K is CPO , except in
the proof of Part 1 of the Theorem where we refer to the literature. All that is needed of K
is captured by the notion of O⊥ -category, which we explain here. Most of the notions have
been introduced by Wand [44]. Smyth & Plotkin [38] have simplified and clarified Wand’s
ideas. We have profited much from the very precise and elementary (but unfortunately not
widely accessible) treatment by Bos & Hemerik [11]. The recent tutorial by Pierce [35] gives
a readable account of Smyth & Plotkin’s work.
Let K be a category. K is an O-category (Ordered, or Order enriched) if for each A,B
in K the set of morphisms A→ B is a cpo, and the composition of K is continuous in each
of its arguments. If in addition the least element ⊥A→B of the cpo of morphisms A→ B is a
post-zero of composition ( f ;⊥ = ⊥ ), then we say that K is an O⊥ -category. For example,
CPO is an O⊥ -category.
Let K be an O⊥ -category. We call a morphism f : A→ B strict if for all C , ⊥C→A; f =
⊥C→B . We let K⊥ be the sub-category of K with the same objects as K and as morphisms
only the strict morphisms of K . For K = CPO we have: morphism f : A→ B is strict in
K if and only if f as a continuous function from cpo A to cpo B is strict; so K⊥ = CPO⊥ .
The category ‘continuous F -algebras over K ’ is the subcategory of F-Alg (K) (with pos-
sibly non-strict operations) in which the (homo)morphisms are the strict F -homomorphisms
in K . Notice that F-Alg (K⊥) is a subcategory of ‘continuous F -algebras over K ’.
Throughout the sequel we use f,g,h as postfix operations on morphisms, so that f(fg) =
(ff)g = ffg . A mapping (possibly functor) f on the morphisms of O -category K is called
locally continuous if for all A,B the restriction of f to the set of morphisms A → B is
continuous. By the fixed point theory explained above, morphism µf exists if f is a locally
continuous mapping on O⊥ -category K . Notice that in an O⊥ -category the fixed point
laws and fixed point fusion hold on the level of morphisms and mappings on morphisms. A
morphism µf is not necessarily strict.
(41) µf strict ⇐ f preserves strictness Mu Strict
(42) Fact Let K be an O⊥ -category, and f be a mapping that is locally continuous on
K and preserves strictness (so ff is in K⊥ if f is; do not confuse this with strictness of
f ). Then the least fixed point of f in K equals the least fixed point in K⊥ : µKf = µK⊥f .
So we can just write µf .
This fact is easily proved using the defining equations (36) and (37) of the least fixed point
operator.
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(43) Fact Functors A and I are locally continuous, and FG , F×G and F + G are locally
continuous if F , G and × and + are. So all polynomial functors on CPO⊥ are locally
continuous.
Hylomorphisms For morphisms f and g we define the unary combinator (f ◦→ g) by
h(f ◦→ g) = f ; h; g . This combinator is called an envelope, cf. MacKeag & Welsh [23], and is
continuous. Further, define combinator f
F
◦→ g = F(f ◦→ g) , so that h(f
F
◦→ g) = f ; hF; g .
The least fixed point of an envelope will play an important role in the sequel, and hence
deserves a name of its own. A hylomorphism is a morphism that can be written µ(ϕ
F
→ ψ)
for some morphisms ϕ,ψ and functor F . (The prefix hylo- comes from the Greek υ´λη
meaning “matter”, after the Aristotelian philosophy that form and matter(= data) are one.
(In conjuction with -morphism the vowel η changes into o .)) Here are some useful laws for
hylomorphisms.
(44) µ(f
F
◦→ g) strict ⇐
f, g strict and
F preserves strictness
Hylo Strict
(45) f ; µ(ϕ
F
◦→ ψ); g = µ(ϕ′
F
◦→ ψ′) ⇐
f : ϕ′
F
>− ϕ ∧
g : ψ
F
→ ψ′ ∧
g strict
Hylo Fusion
(46) µ(f
F
◦→ g`); µ(g´
F
◦→ h) = µ(f
F
◦→ h) ⇐ g`; g´ = id Hylo Compose
For the first we argue
µ(f
F
◦→ g) strict
⇐ Mu Strict (41)
(f
F
◦→ g) preserves strictness
≡ unfold
⊥.(f ; xF; g) = ⊥ for all strict x
≡ given strictness properties
true .
We prove the second by LFP Ind2 (39), taking P (x, y) ≡ f ; x; g = y . The base case P (⊥,⊥)
is immediate by strictness of g . For the induction step we argue
f ; x(ϕ
F
◦→ ψ); g = y(ϕ′
F
◦→ ψ′)
≡ unfold
f ; ϕ; xF; ψ; g = ϕ′; yF; ψ′
≡ premiss
ϕ′; fF; xF; gF; ψ′ = ϕ′; yF; ψ′
≡ functor property, induction hypothesis P (x, y)
true .
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We prove Hylo Compose (46) by LFP Ind (38) taking P (x, y, z) ≡ x; y = z . The base
case is immediate. For the induction step we argue
x(f
F
◦→ g`); y(g´
F
◦→ h) = z(
F
◦→ h)
≡ unfold
f ; xF; g`; g´; yF; h = f ; zF; h
≡ premiss g`; g´ = id , functor axioms
f ; (x; y)F; h = f ; zF; h
≡ induction hypothesis P (x, y, z)
true .
We could do the last prove without least fixed point induction, using Hylo Fusion (45)
instead [with f, ϕ, ψ, g := id, f, g`, µ(g´
F
◦→ h) ], but for the fact that then strictness of h is
required.
(47) Theorem (Main Theorem — simple version) Let K = CPO , and let F be
a locally continuous functor on K⊥ . Then
1. there exists an object L in K and strict morphisms in : LF → L and out : L → LF
which are each others inverses, and even idL = µ(out
F
◦→ in) .
2. L is unique up to (a unique) isomorphism, and, given L , in and out are unique too.
3. (L, in) is initial in F-Alg (K⊥) , and for any (A,ϕ) in F-Alg (K⊥) the unique strict
homomorphism ([ϕ]) : in
F
→ ϕ is the least solution for h of h : in
F
→ ϕ (in K as well
as K⊥ ).
4. (L, out) is final in F-co-Alg (K) , and for any (A,ϕ) in F-co-Alg (K) the unique co-
homomorphism db(ϕ)ec : ϕ
F
>− out is the least solution for h of h : ϕ
F
>− out (in K , and
for strict ϕ also in K⊥ ).
Proof of Part 1 and 2 Reynolds [36] proves entire Part 1 and 2 for the particular category
K = CPO ; a very readable and precise account of this proof is given by Schmidt [37, Chapter
11]. The crux of the proof is Scott’s inverse limit construction. Informally, L is approximated
as much as you wish by repeated unfolding: L ' LF ' LFF ' . . . , e.g., for F = 1 + I one
obtains L = N ' 1 + (1 + (1 + . . .)) . In the limit one has to adjoin a least upperbound for
each ascending chain in order to obtain a complete partial order. In examples this informal
procedure may be used to guess a solution for L ' LF .
Actually, (L, (out , in)) is initial in the category of fixed points of FPR in KPR , where
KPR is the category of PRrojection pairs, or retractions, of K . A retraction from A to B
is a pair (f : A → B, g : B → A) satisfying f ; g = idA and g; f v idB . It is easy to see
that both components of a retraction are strict. In the inverse limit construction only strict
functions play a roˆle; F is applied only to strict functions, and the construction is carried out
entirely in CPO⊥ . (Formally, KPR = (K⊥)PR .)
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Example: naturals plus infinity Let F = 1+ I . A cpo N that solves N ' NF = 1+N
is obtained informally by N = 1 + (1 + (1 + . . .)) . This partial order is pictured here:
•b0
•b1 
 
•b2 
 
•bn
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•∞
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
a0
@
@
•
a1
@
@
•
a2
@
@
•
an
@
@
Note the upperbound ∞ that we have adjoined to make the partial order complete. The
bijective morphism in : 1 +N → N is given by
⊥1+N 7→ b0
(0,⊥1) 7→ a0
(1, an) 7→ an+1
(1, bn) 7→ bn+1
(1,∞) 7→ ∞ .
This also determines the inverse out .
Define zero = ι`; in : 1 → N and suc = ι´; in : N → N . Then a0 = ⊥1.zero and
an+1 = an.suc = ⊥1.(zero; suc
n; suc) , so the an may be interpreted as the natural numbers.
Moreover there are “partial numbers” b0 = ⊥N , and for all n , bn+1 = bn.suc = ⊥N .suc
n+1 .
Finally we have ∞ =
⊔
bn =
⊔
(⊥.sucn) with ∞.suc =∞ ; it is the infinite number.
We have idN = µ(out
F
◦→ in) , i.e., idN is the least fixed point of f = out ; id1 + f ; in ; by
induction on n it is easily proved that an.f = an and bn.f = bn , and by continuity of f we
have then that ∞.f = (
⊔
bn).f =
⊔
(bn.f) =∞ . By the theorem, any solution of N ' 1+N
with idN = µ(out
F
◦→ in) is isomorphic to the above one.
Let h : N → A be an F -homomorphism, say h : zero ∇ suc
F
→ ϕ ∇ ψ . Then h is
uniquely determined (as it should be!), in particular the image of the infinite number (in-
accessible via suc and zero ) is determined by strictness and continuity of h : ∞.h =
(
⊔
bn).h = {continuity}
⊔
(bn.h) =
⊔
(b0. suc
n; h) =
⊔
(b0. h; ψ
n) = {strictness}
⊔
(⊥A.ψ
n) .
Example: finite and infinite lists Let F = 1 + (A × I) . A (the) cpo L that solves
L ' LF = 1 + (A× L) is schematically pictured as follows:
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•⊥
•a:⊥ 
 
•a:a:⊥ 
 
•a:a: . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
2
@
@
•
a:2
@
@
•
a:a:2
@
@
Here a stands for a generic element of A . Formally, L consists of all a0:a1: . . . :an−1:2
and all a0:a1: . . . :an−1:⊥ , completed with all a0:a1: . . . :an−1: . . . . The bijective morphism
in : 1 + (A× L)→ L is given by
⊥LF 7→ ⊥
(0,⊥1) 7→ 2
(1, (a, x)) 7→ a:x
for any x in L . Defining nil = ι`; in : 1 → L and cons = ι´; in : A × L → L , we have that
⊥1.nil = 2 and (a, x).cons = a:x . So, 2 may be called the empty list, the a0:a1: . . . :2 are
the (totally determined) finite lists, the a0:a1: . . . :⊥ are the partial lists, and the a0:a1: . . .
are the (totally determined) infinite lists.
Example: infinite lists Let F = A × I . A/the cpo that solves L ' LF is the set
{(a0, a1, . . .) | all an ∈ A} , ordened componentwise, the least element ⊥L being (⊥A,⊥A, . . .) .
Define the “lifting” functor ⊥ by A⊥ = A ∪ {⊥} (the newly added ⊥ being the least
element), and f⊥ = (⊥ 7→ ⊥A ∪ a 7→ a.f). This lifting is a continuous functor indeed, on
both CPO and CPO⊥ . Let G = F⊥, the composition of F = A × I with ⊥. A (the) cpo
that solves M ' MG contains not only all (a0, a1, . . .) but also all finite approximations
(a0, a1, . . . ,⊥) , where ⊥ v (ai, ai+1, . . . ,⊥) v (ai, ai+1, . . .) .
Remark In practice one may wish to turn the right hand side in M ' A×M into a 1-ary
separated sum with just one summand, viz. A×M ; compare the above F and G . Also, one
might wish to consider A+B+C as a 3-ary separated sum, rather than a cascaded 2-ary one,
so that the amount of newly added ⊥ -elements is minimised. These wishes can be achieved
easily if both the lifting functor and the disjoint union are provided, see Schmidt [37]. For
the sake of simplicity in the formulas we refrain from doing so in this paper.
Proof of Part 3 One should note that the following part of the proof is entirely categorical,
we do not use any property of K but for the fact that it is an O⊥ -category. Let (A,ϕ)
be any F -algebra over K⊥ . Put g = (out
F
◦→ ϕ) . We shall show for arbitrary morphism
h : L→ A in K
µg v h ⇐ in ; h w hF; ϕ { ⇐ h : in
F
→ ϕ}(a)
µg = h ⇐ h : in
F
→ ϕ ∧ h is strict(b)
µg : in
F
→ ϕ ∧ µg is strict .(c)
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Together these are equivalent to the assertion that µg is the unique strict solution for h of
h : in
F
→ ϕ and the least solution for h of h : in
F
→ ϕ (without strictness requirement).
Hence ([ϕ]) = µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) (for any strict ϕ : AF→ A ).
The proof of Part 3(a) is simple: by the premiss and in−1 = out , h satisfies the equation
hg v h , so it is at least the least fixed point by Least (37).
For Part 3(b) we argue
h = µg
≡ recall from Part 1 that idL = µ(out
F
◦→ in)
µ(out
F
◦→ in); h = µg
≡ Hylo Fusion (45)
h : in
F
→ ϕ ∧ h strict
≡ premiss
true .
Notice that an attempt to prove the first line immediately by, say, least fixed point induction,
taking P (x) ≡ h=x , fails already in the base case P (⊥) . This motivates to bring in the
µ -term in the left hand side. (Close inspection of the proof steps reveals that F is applied
only to strict morphisms.)
Finally Part 3(b). By Hylo Strict (44) we have that µg is strict; and by Fixed
Point (36) and out = in−1 we have immediately µg : in
F
→ ϕ .
Proof of Part 4 This is dual to Part 3. Specifically, put g = (ϕ
F
◦→ in) and show
µg v h ⇐ h : ϕ
F
>− out(a)
µg = h ⇐ h : ϕ
F
>− out(b)
µg : ϕ
F
>− out .(c)
Together these are equivalent to the assertion that µg is the least, and unique, solution for
h of h : ϕ
F
>− out . Hence the required db(ϕ)ec equals µg .
For the proof of Part 4(b), recall from Part 1 that idL = µ(out
F
◦→ in) ; so, prove
µg = h; µ(out
F
◦→ in) by Hylo Fusion (45). In contrast to Part 3(b) no strictness of h is
needed here. We omit the details, since all is similar to Part 3.
Remark It seems that Part 4 is not entirely the dual of Part 3, since strictness occurs in
one and not in the other. However, the dual of ⊥; f = ⊥ ( f is strict) is f ;⊥ = ⊥ and this
is true for all f (by definition of O⊥ -category). Clearly, if we restrict ourselves entirely to
K⊥ this asymmetry disappears and only then would ‘dualising’ be its own inverse.
Remark The inverse limit construction has been developed to solve domain equations like
D ∼= D → D (involving the function space combinator → ). So we may now incorporate the
function space combinator into our framework, on equal footing with the product and sum
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combinators, and develop nice and relevant calculation laws for → . This is left for future
investigations.
The Main Theorem above refers to category CPO explicitly. We can abstract from this
choice as follows.
(48) Theorem (Main Theorem — general version) Let K be a localized O⊥ -category
with KPR being an ω -category, and let F be a locally continuous functor on K⊥ . Then the
same statements 1 through 4 hold true as for the simple version.
Proof The proof of Parts 3 and 4 is literally the same as for the simple version. For Parts 1
and 2 we refer to Smyth & Plotkin [38] and Bos & Hemerik [11]; they prove all of it (and
define the notion ‘localized’) except for the equality idL = µ(out ◦→ in) . This equality is
derivable from their by-products. [Details to be supplied. . . ] 2
Strictness is necessary
The equality ([ϕ]) = µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) , for strict ϕ , suggests either to define ([ϕ]) = µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ)
for non-strict ϕ as well, or to restrict attention entirely to K⊥ . The latter option is chosen by
Paterson [34]; it has the drawback that in actual programs one can no longer substitute equals
for equals (since this requires lazy evaluation, which gives non-strict functions). Therefore we
choose the former option. Unfortunately it destroys the equational characterisation of ([ ]) ,
as shown below. So we have to guard several laws by an explicit strictness requirement; in
some cases a weaker requirement suffices. (If we refrain from extending ([ ]) to non-strict ϕ ,
then we have to guard each law in which ([ϕ]) occurs by the requirement that ϕ be strict!)
There is no simple modification to the equational characterisation of ([ϕ]) that makes it
valid for non-strict ϕ as well. In particular we shall prove the following discrepancies, for
some K, F, (L, in , out) and some ϕ, h that meet the conditions of the Theorem. (Combinator
$ is ‘strictify’; we assume that it satisfies at least ϕ$ = ϕ for strict ϕ , and that ϕ$ is strict
for any ϕ .)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) = h 6≡ h : in
F
◦→ ϕ(a)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) = h 6≡ h : in
F
◦→ ϕ ∧ h strict(b)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) = h 6≡ h : in
F
◦→ ϕ$(c)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) = h 6≡ h : in
F
◦→ ϕ$ ∧ h strict(d)
We do have for all ϕ and h
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ$) = h ≡ h : in
F
◦→ ϕ$ ∧ h strict(e)
but in view of the assumed properties of $ this is equivalent to saying that (L, in) is initial
in F-Alg (K⊥) .
For (a) and (c) observe that in general a fixed point ( h in the rhs) need not be the
least fixed point ( h in the lhs). Specifically, let K = CPO and F = I (hence L = {⊥} ,
in = ⊥L→L = out ), let A satisfy ⊥A 6= a ∈ A , and take ϕ = idA (which is strict). Then
both h = λ(x :: ⊥A) and h = λ(x :: a) satisfy the rhs, but since they differ they can not
both satisfy the equality of the lhs.
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For (b) and (d) observe that the lhs does not imply ‘ϕ strict’ (an easy consequence of
the rhs). Specifically, let K = CPO , let A be such that ⊥A 6= a ∈ A , and take F = A and
ϕ = λ(x :: a) : A→ A . Then h = µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) = ϕ which is not strict.
(49) Corollary For K, F, L, in as in the Theorem, it is not true that (L, in) is initial in
the category ‘continuous F -algebras over K ’.
This is just claim (b) above. It does not contradict the proof given by Reynolds [36] since he
treats the (possibly infinite and possibly singleton) collection ϕs (for s ∈ S ) of operations
of the algebra, as a single junc combination ∇s∈Sϕs . We have already seen that ϕ ∇ ψ is
strict, even if ϕ and ψ are not.
4 Data Types and some General Laws
Throughout the remainder of the paper we let K be any category that meets the requirements
of the Main Theorem (the simple or general version); K = CPO is an example. We say that
a functor is a data type functor if it meets the requirements of the Main Theorem; the
polynomial functors on CPO⊥ are data type functors.
(50) Definition Let F be a data type functor. Then the F -data type, denoted [[F]] , is the
(L, in , out) asserted to exist by the Main Theorem.
Rather than let the programmer use the construction of [[F]] given in the Main Theorem, we
list here the the most important laws for the data type [[F]] . So, throughout the section we
have
(L, in , out) = [[F]] .
The basic laws are immediate from the Main Theorem; the derived laws require proof. All the
proofs are merely equational reasoning; in particular least fixed point induction is not used
explicitly anymore. This is quite remarkable, since many morphisms are actually least fixed
points (see law Cata LFP (55) and Ana LFP (59)), and least fixed point induction is used
so frequently in the literature, especially denotational semantics. We are mainly interested
in equational laws, so we refrain from (attempting to be complete and) formulating laws
involving v .
4.1 Basic Laws: summary of previous section
Laws for cata- and anamorphisms The following laws just summarize (part of) the
statement of the Main Theorem.
(51) in : LF→ L (is strict) out : L→ LF (is strict) In Out Type
(52) in ; out = idLF out ; in = idL In-Out Inverse
Let furthermore (A,ϕ : AF→ A) be arbitrary. Then
(53) ([ϕ]) : L→ A ⇐ ϕ : AF→ A Cata Type
(54) ϕ strict ∧ f = ([ϕ]) ≡ f : in
F
→ ϕ ∧ f strict Cata Uniq
(55) ([ϕ]) = µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ) Cata LFP
(56) ([ϕ]) strict ⇐ ϕ strict Strictness Cata
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Dually, for arbitrary (A,ϕ : A→ AF) ,
(57) db(ϕ)ec : A→ L ⇐ ϕ : A→ AF Ana Type
(58) f = db(ϕ)ec ≡ f : ϕ
F
>− out Ana Uniq
(59) db(ϕ)ec = µ(ϕ
F
◦→ in) Ana LFP
(60) db(ϕ)ec strict ⇐ ϕ strict Strictness Ana
Laws for Product and Sum For completeness we list the postulates for the sum and
product combinators too, in particular the strictness requirements.
(61) f strict ∧ f = g ∇ h ≡ ι`; f = g ∧ ι´; f = h ∧ g, h strict junc Uniq
(62) f = g ∆ h ≡ g = f ; p`i ∧ h = f ; p´i split Uniq
(63) f + g = (f ; ι`) ∇ (g; ι´) Sum Def
(64) f × g = (p`i; f) ∆ (p´i; g) Product Def
(65) f ∇ g strict Strictness junc
(66) f ∆ g strict ⇐ f, g strict Strictness split
(67) p`i and p´i are strict Strictness Projs
Laws for Mu See Fixed Point (36), Least (37), LFP Ind (38), Mu Strict (41) of
the previous section. But notice that all is lifted from the level of ‘elements’ to the level of
‘morphisms’ (which are supposed to form a pointed cpo indeed). Also Hylo Strict (44),
Hylo Fusion (45) and Hylo Compose (46) are important to remember; these are already
formulated on the right level.
4.2 Derived Laws
From the equivalences Cata Uniq (54) and Ana Uniq (58) one immediately obtains some
laws by choosing the variables in such a way that the left hand side, or right hand side, is
valid. For example, by substituting h := ([ϕ]) in Cata Uniq (54) we get Cata Homo (68)
below, and by substituting h, ϕ := id, in and using also Homo Id (8) we get Cata Id (69):
(68) ([ϕ]) : in
F
→ ϕ Cata Homo
(69) ([in]) = idL Cata Id
The dual laws hold of anamorphisms.
(70) db(ϕ)ec : ϕ
F
>− out Ana CoHomo
(71) db(out)ec = idL Ana Id
Law Cata Homo (68) is sometimes called Computation (or Evaluation) Rule since a straight-
forward implementation will use this very equation from left to right as rewrite rule in the
evaluation of a program.
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Unique extension and Fusion Immediately from the uniqueness property of cata- and
anamorphisms, Cata Uniq (54) and Ana Uniq (58), we obtain a useful weakened version:
the Unique Extension Property.
(72) f = g ⇐ ϕ strict ∧ both f and g : in
F
→ ϕ Cata UEP
(73) f = g ⇐ both f and g : ϕ
F
>− out Ana UEP
Meertens [30] shows nicely that the use of law Cata UEP (72) is more compact than an
old-fashioned proof by induction: the schematic set-up of an inductive proof is done here
once and for all, and built in into the law Cata UEP (72), so that a calculation need not
be interrupted by the standard rituals of declaring the base case, declaring the induction
step, and declaring that, by induction, the proof is complete. The proof obligations of both
the base case and the induction step are captured by the premiss. This may be clearer in
Section 5 when we specialise the law to Cata UEP specd (113) for a specialised data type
functor.
Another useful property is the following fusion law.
(74) ([ϕ]); f = ([ψ]) ⇐ f : ϕ
F
→ ψ ∧ f strict Cata Fusion
(75) db(ϕ)ec = f ; db(ψ)ec ⇐ f : ϕ
F
>− ψ Ana Fusion
The law is called ‘Promotion’ by Backhouse [2]; we reserve the name ‘Promotion’ for what
Bird [6, 8] has called so. Notice that the ‘follows from’ part of law Cata Uniq (54) is a
consequence of law Cata Fusion (74); take ϕ,ψ := in, ϕ and use Cata Id (69). Similarly
for its dual.
Here is a proof of Cata Fusion (74).
([ϕ]); f = ([ψ])
≡ Cata LFP (55)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ); f = µ(out
F
◦→ ψ)
⇐ Hylo Fusion (45), taking g to be (; f)
(out
F
◦→ ϕ)(; f) = (; f)(out
F
◦→ ψ) ∧ (; f) is strict
≡ strictness of f is given;
extensionality: for all g
out ; gF; ϕ; f = out ; (g; f)F; ψ
≡ functor property, premiss
true .
Malcolm [25] derives this law immediately from the uniqueness property, but in our setting
that would give an additional strictness requirement.
Both Cata UEP (72) and Cata Fusion (74) can be unified into the following property
of the initiality of (L, in) : For F -homomorphisms f, g, h, j such that both f ; h and g; j
have source (L, in) and target, say, (C,χ) , we have f ; h = g; j . (We leave it to the reader
to draw a commuting square diagram.) In formulas,
f ; h = g; j ⇐
f : in
F
→ ϕ h : ϕ
F
→ χ f, h strict
g : in
F
→ ψ j : ψ
F
→ χ g, j strict
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Taking h = j = id (and ϕ = ψ = χ ) yields law Cata UEP (72), and taking j = id (and
ψ = χ ) yields law Cata Fusion (74).
Example: derivation of out Although the Main Theorem asserts the existence of out ,
the inverse of in , we show here how one might derive the inverse of in , using the calcu-
lus developed so far. First we observe that type considerations alone already suggest the
definition.
out : L→ LF
≡ guess that out = ([ϕ]) (what else?); Cata Type (53)
ϕ : LFF→ LF and ϕ strict
⇐ guess that ϕ = ψF ; functor axiom
ψ : LF→ L and ψ strict
≡ guess that ψ = in ; In Out Type (51)
true .
Thus, taking out = ([inF]) we have out : L→ LF . (Similarly we could obtain in = db(outF)ec if
we were to derive an expression for in given out .) Now we prove that out is the pre-inverse
of in ; again we phrase the proof as a derivation of out = ([inF]) .
out ; in = idL
≡ guess that out = ([ϕ]) ; Cata Id (69), Cata Fusion (74)
in : ϕ
F
→ in and ϕ strict
≡ take ϕ = inF ; In Out Type (51), Homo Triv (14)
true .
Finally, we need to show that out is a post-inverse of in as well.
in ; out
= definition out = ([inF]) , Cata Homo (68)
outF; inF
= functor axiom; above derived: out is pre-inverse of in
id .
Relating cata, ana and mu to each other There are several laws relating cata- and
anamorphisms to each other. Notice that a condition like f ; g = id means that f is a pre-
inverse of g , and g is a post-inverse of f ; in Set it follows that f is injective and g is
surjective. In Cata Ana Eqv (79) we use the abbreviation4
ϕ〈F
.
→ G〉ψ ≡ ∀f :: fF; ψ = ϕ; fG
(note the reversal of ϕ and ψ ). As a special case we have ϕ〈F
.
→ G〉ϕ ≡ ϕ : F
.
→ G .
4Added in proof. By taking f = id it follows that ϕ = ψ so that, in fact, ϕ〈F
.
→ G〉ψ means that
ϕ = ψ and that ϕ : F
.
→ G . The abbreviation doesn’t introduce a generalisation at all, and had better be
omitted!
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(76) db(ϕ)ec; ([ψ]) = µ(ϕ
F
◦→ ψ) Ana Cata Hylo
(77) ([ϕ]); db(ψ)ec = idL ⇐ ϕ; ψ = idAF Cata Ana Id
(78) db(ϕ)ec; ([ψ]) v idA ⇐ ϕ; ψ v idA Ana Cata Id
(79) ([F| ϕ; inG]) = db(G| outF; ψ)ec ⇐ ψ〈F
.
→ G〉ϕ Cata Ana Eqv
(80) ([F| ϕ; ψ]) = db(G| outF; ϕ)ec; ([G| ψ]) ⇐ ϕ : F
.
→ G Cata Decompose1
(81) ([F| ϕ; ψ]) = ([F| ϕ; inG]); ([G| ψ]) ⇐ ϕ : F
.
→ G Cata Decompose2
(82) db(G| ϕ; ψ)ec = db(F| ϕ)ec; ([F| ψ; inG]) ⇐ ψ : F
.
→ G Ana Decompose1
(83) db(G| ϕ; ψ)ec = db(F| ϕ)ec; db(G| outF; ψ)ec ⇐ ψ : F
.
→ G Ana Decompose2
The last few laws deal with (LF, inF, outF) = [[F]] as before, but also with (LG, inG, outG)
= [[G]] . Recall that the ϕ : F
.
→ G implies that ϕ is polymorphic : αF → αG . In Cata
Ana Eqv (79) the occurrences within the catamorphism (of type LF → LG ) are typed:
ϕ : LGF→ LGG and inG : LGG→ LG . Those within the anamorphism (of type LF → LG )
are typed: outF : LF → LFF and ψ : LFF→ LFG .
Law Cata Ana Id (77) may alternatively be formulated as follows. Denote the pre-
inverse of ϕ by ϕ`, if it exists, and the post-inverse by ϕ´, if it exists. Then, assuming that
the right hand sides are well defined,
db(ϕ)ec = ([ϕ ]`)´
([ϕ]) = db(ϕ )´ec`
We have given Ana Cata Id (78) only to stress that there is no equality in the conclusion.
Before delving into the proofs we give some examples.
Example: reverse (To illustrate Cata Ana Eqv (79) and Cata Decompose2 (81).)
Let F = A + ii , so that (B, in , out) = [[F]] is the data type of nonempty binary trees with
A -elements at the tips. Define
reverse = ([F| idA + swapB ; in]) : B → B
swap = p´i ∆ p`i : B ×B → B ×B .
Actually, reverse and swap are poly-morphisms. We can write reverse as an anamorphism
by law Cata Ana Eqv (79), since idA + swap : A + ii
.
→ A + ii (as is easily verified by the
Ntrf laws):
reverse = db(F| out ; idA + swap)ec : B → B .
As an illustration of Cata Decompose2 (81) we have that reverse; reverse = id :
reverse; reverse
= unfold
([id + swap; in]); ([id + swap; in])
= Cata Decompose2 (81), and id + swap : A+ ii
.
→ A+ ii
([id + swap; id + swap; in])
= easy: swap; swap = id
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([in])
= Cata Id (69)
id .
Example: paramorphisms (To illustrate Hylo Compose (46).) Let (L, in , out) = [[F]]
be given, as well as ϕ : (L×A)F→ A . Consider the equation in f : L→ A
in ; f = (idL ∆ f)F; ϕ .(a)
Notice that the occurrence of ϕ in the equation not only recieves the results of f on the
constituents, but also the constituents themselves. An example of this scheme is the usual
definition of the factorial:
zero ∇ suc; factorial = (id ∆ factorial)(1 + I); zero ∇ (suc× id; times)
We define combinator (id∆) by f(id∆) = id ∆ f , and [〈ϕ]〉 by
[〈ϕ]〉 = µ((id∆)(out
F
◦→ ϕ)) : L→ A
so that [〈ϕ]〉 is a solution for f in (a). (Our [〈ϕ]〉 serves the same purpose as Meertens’ [30]
paramorphisms.) Now define G = (L× I)F , so that ϕ : AG→ A , and put (M, In,Out) = [[G]] .
Further define
preds = db(G| out ; ∆F)ec : L→M .
Then [〈ϕ]〉 = preds; ([G| ϕ]) , as shown by this calculation:
preds; ([G| ϕ])
= unfold
db(G| out ; ∆F)ec; ([G| ϕ])
= Ana LFP (59), Cata LFP (55)
µ(out ; ∆F
G
◦→ In); µ(Out
G
◦→ ϕ)
= Hylo Compose (46), In-Out Inverse (52)
µ(out ; ∆F
G
◦→ ϕ)
= see below
µ((id∆)(out
F
◦→ ϕ))
= fold
[〈ϕ]〉 .
The one but last step is proved by showing that the combinators are extensionally equal:
f(out ; ∆F
G
◦→ ϕ)
=
out ; ∆F; fG; ϕ
=
out ; ∆F; idF× fF; ϕ
=
out ; (id ∆ f)F; ϕ
=
f(id∆)(out
F
◦→ ϕ) .
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Example (To illustrate Cata Ana Id (77).) Let F = 1 +N × I and (L, in , out) = [[F]] =
the data type of cons-lists over N . Let suc, pred : N → N such that suc; pred = idN . Then,
by Cata Ana Id (77) we have
([id1 + suc× idL; in]); db(out ; id1 + pred × idL)ec = idL .
We shall later see that the catamorphism is suc-map and the anamorphism is pred-map . (If
(N, zero ∇ suc, outN ) = [[1 + I]] , we can define pred by pred = outN ; zero ∇ id .)
4.3 The proofs of the laws
For Ana Cata Hylo (76) we calculate
db(ϕ)ec; ([ψ])
= Ana LFP (59), Cata LFP (55)
µ(ϕ
F
◦→ in); µ(out
F
◦→ ψ)
= In-Out Inverse (52), Hylo Compose (46)
µ(ϕ
F
◦→ ψ) .
For Cata Ana Id (77) we calculate
([ϕ]); db(ψ)ec
= Cata LFP (55), Ana LFP (59)
µ(out
F
◦→ ϕ); µ(ψ
F
◦→ in)
= Hylo Compose (46), premiss: ϕ; ψ = id
µ(out
F
◦→ in)
= Cata LFP (55), Cata Id (69)
id .
For Ana Cata Id (78) we calculate
db(ϕ)ec; ([ψ])
= Ana LFP (59), Cata LFP (55)
µ(ϕ
F
◦→ in); µ(out
F
◦→ ψ)
= In-Out Inverse (52), Hylo Compose (46)
µ(ϕ
F
◦→ ψ)
v Aux Law1 (84) below, premiss: ϕ; ψ v id
id .
The auxiliary law used above reads
(84) µ(f
F
◦→ g) v id ⇐ f ; g v id Aux Law1
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The proof is simple:
µ(f
F
◦→ g) v id
⇐ Least (37)
id(f
F
◦→ g) v id
≡ unfold, premiss
true .
Also for Cata Ana Eqv (79) and Cata Decompose1 (80) we have an auxiliary law:
(85) f
F
◦→ (ψ; g) = (f ; ϕ)
G
◦→ g ⇐ ϕ〈F
.
→ G〉ψ Aux Law2
where, again, the premiss abbreviates ∀f :: fF; ψ = ϕ; fG . The proof is simple and omitted.
Now for Cata Ana Eqv (79) we calculate
([F| ϕ; inG])
= Cata LFP (55)
µ(outF
F
◦→ ϕ; inG)
= Aux Law2 (85)
µ(outF; ψ
G
◦→ inG)
= Ana LFP (59)
db(G| outF; ψ)ec .
For Cata Decompose1 (80) we calculate
([F| ϕ; ψ])
= Cata LFP (55)
µ(outF
F
◦→ ϕ; ψ)
= Aux Law2 (85), premiss
µ(outF; ϕ
G
◦→ ψ)
= Ana Cata Hylo (76)
db(G| outF; ϕ)ec; ([G| ψ]) .
For Cata Decompose2 (81) we calculate
([F| ϕ; ψ])
= Cata Decompose1 (80), premiss
db(G| outF; ϕ)ec; ([G| ψ])
= Cata Ana Eqv (79), premiss
([F| ϕ; inG]); ([G| ψ]) .
The proofs of Ana Decompose1 (82) and Ana Decompose2 (83) are the duals of the proof
of Cata Decompose1 (80) and Cata Decompose2 (81).
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5 Map for any Data Type
Sometimes the data type of lists over A is denoted A∗ , and for f : A → B there is
defined a function f -map, denoted f∗ : A∗ → B∗ . Two laws for f∗ are: idA∗ = idA∗ and
(f ; g)∗ = f ∗ ; g∗ . These statements together precisely assert that ∗ is a functor. Another
characteristic property of f∗ is that it leaves the “shape” of its argument unaffected, and only
affects the constituents of its argument that have type A . We shall now show that any data
type comes equiped with such a map functor. Its action on morphisms can be defined both
as a catamorphism and as an anamorphism — which is not true in Malcolm’s [25] approach.
Let FA be a data type functor that depends functorially on A , i.e., FA can be written A†I for
some bi-functor † . (For example, the functor for cons-lists over A is FA = 1+(A× I) = A † I
where † is defined by x†y = 1+(x×y) . Actually, any functor F can so be written; define †
by x†y = yF , then F = A† I .) Define a mapping L on objects, together with poly-morphisms
in : αF→ αL and out : αL→ αF , by
(AL, inA, outA) = [[A † I]] .
Mapping L plays the roˆle of ∗ above. We wish to define L on morphisms as well, in such a way
that L becomes a functor (on K ). The requirement ‘ fL : AL→ BL whenever f : A → B ’
together with ‘ fL is a catamorphism’ does not leave much room for the definition of L : (at
each step “there is only one thing you can do”)
fL : AL→ BL
≡ we wish fL = ([ϕ]) say;
typing rules
fL = ([A † I| ϕ]) ∧ ϕ : BL(A † I)→ BL
≡ since inB : BL(B † I)→ BL guess that ϕ = ψ; inB ;
typing rules
ψ : BL(A † I)→ BL(B † I)
≡ since f : A→ B guess that ψ = f(I †BL) = f † idBL ;
typing rules
true .
(As shown below in law Map Dual (87), the wish that map be an anamorphism leads to an
equivalent definition.) So we define, for f : A→ B ,
(86) fL = ([A † I| f † idBL; inB]) : AL→ BL Map Def
The L so defined is called the map functor induced by FA = A † I or, more precisely, by † .
The functor properties will be proved later on. Notice that the subterm f † idBL has the effect
of subjecting the A -constituents of the argument to f , and leaving the argument unaffected
otherwise; here the “functoriality” of the dependence on A is exploited.
Example: map for cons-lists Recall the data type (AL,nil A ∇ consA, outA) = [[FA]] of
cons-lists over A . The data type functor is FA = 1+(A× I) = A† I where x†y = 1+(x×y) ;
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and actually nil and cons are polymorphic. For any f : A→ B we find
true
≡ Map Def (86)
fL = ([A † I| f † idBL; inB ])
⇒ Cata Uniq (54), noticing that f † id; in is strict
inA; fL = fL(A † I); f † idBL; inB
≡ definition of † , and nil , cons
nilA ∇ consA; fL = id1 + (idA × fL); id1 + (f × idBL); nilB ∇ consB
≡ combinator and functor laws
nilA; fL = nilB
consA; fL = f × fL; consB
This is the usual definition of f -map for cons-lists; compare with the example in the intro-
duction.
Here are some useful laws; some explanation and type assumptions follow the list. In each
cata/anamorphism the functor is FA = A † I . First we relate the cata- and anamorphism
definition:
(87) ([A † I| f † idBL; inB ]) = fL = db(B † I| outA; f † idAL)ec Map Dual
Here are the two functor axioms:
(88) idAL = idAL Map Id
(89) (f ; g)L = fL; gL Map Distribution
and for the catamorphism definition we have:
(90) fL : inA
A†I
→ f † idBL; inB Map Homo
(91) in : I † L
.
→ L In Ntrf
(92) fL; ([ϕ]) = ([f † id; ϕ]) Cata Factorn1
(93) f : ([ϕ])
L
→ ([ψ]) ⇐ f : ϕ
I†I
→ ψ ∧ f strict Promo over cata
(94) ([ϕ]) : L
.
→⊥ I ⇐ ϕ : I † I
.
→⊥ I Cata Ntrf
and dually for the anamorphism definition:
(95) fL : outA; f † idAL
A†I
>− outB Map CoHomo
(96) out : L
.
→ I † L Out Ntrf
(97) db(ϕ)ec; fL = db(ϕ; f † id)ec Ana Factorn1
(98) f : db(ϕ)ec
L
>− db(ψ)ec ⇐ f : ϕ
I†I
>− ψ Promo over ana
(99) db(ϕ)ec : I
.
→ L ⇐ ϕ : I
.
→ I † I Ana Ntrf
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The name Map Distribution (89) has become standard. Law Cata Factorn1 (92) is
Verwer’s [41] factorisation theorem; it says not only that fL; ([ϕ]) is a catamorphism, but
also that any catamorphism of the form ([f † id; ϕ]) can be factored in a map followed by a
catamorphism (which is always possible by choosing f = id ). We shall later state a more
specialised factorisation law. Fully typed the law reads: for f : A→ B and ϕ : B † C → B ,
fL; ([B † I| ϕ]) = ([A † I| f † idC ; ϕ]) : AL→ C .
Law Promo over cata (93) captures the informal meaning expressed by Bird [6] in his
‘Promotion and Accumulation Strategies’: in ([ϕ]); f = fL; ([ψ]) morphism f is promoted
from being a post-process of ([ϕ]) into being a pre-process of ([ψ]) . We shall later specialise
this law for a particular † and various f, ϕ, ψ , thus obtaining Map Promotion (120),
Reduce Promotion (121), and Cata Promotion (122). The ingredients of law Promo
over cata (93) are typed as follows:
⇒
f : A→ B ϕ : A † A→ A ψ : B † B → B
([A † I| ϕ]) : AL→ A ([B † I| ψ]) : BL→ B
Before delving into the proofs, we give some examples.
Example (To illustrate Map Distribution (89).) For arbitrary † , FA = A † I and
(AL, inA, outA) = [[FA]] , we define the “shape” of elements from AL to be elements of 1L :
shapeA = !AL : AL→ 1L .
Then we can prove that “map preserves shape”: for any f : A→ B we have
fL; shapeB
=
fL; !BL
=
(f ; !B)L
=
!AL
=
shapeA .
Example (To illustrate Cata Factorn1 (92).) Let x † y = 1 + x × y so that FA =
A † I = 1 + A × I = the functor for cons-lists over A , and let L , in and out be induced
by † . Suppose further that N has been defined, as well as morphisms zero : 1 → N ,
add : N ×N → N , and sq : N → N . Consider now
sumsquares = sqL; ([zero ∇ add]) : NL→ N .
We can calculate a single catamorphism for the composition sumsquares ; usually this is done
by the Fold-Unfold technique, but we can do it simpler. By Cata Factorn1 (92) we have
sumsquares
=
sqL; ([zero ∇ add])
=
([sq † id; zero ∇ add])
=
([id + sq× id; zero ∇ add])
=
([zero ∇ (sq× id; add)]) .
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Example: Promotion over iterate (To illustrate Promo over ana (98).) Recall that
for f : A→ A , “iterate f ” = fω = db(A † I| id ∆ f ; ι´)ec : A→ AL , where x † y = 1+(x× y)
and FA = A † I . For iterate there is a promotion law similar to Promo over ana (98):
(100) f : gω
L
>− hω ⇐ f : g
I
>− h Promo over iterate
Here is the proof.
f : db(id ∆ g; ι´)ec
L
>− db(id ∆ h; ι´)ec
⇐ Promo over ana (98)
f : (id ∆ g; ι´)
I†I
>− (id ∆ h; ι´)
≡ definition † and observation below
f : g
I
>− h .
In the last step we used the following equivalence, easily proved using only the combinator
and functor laws. We also give its dual.
f : (g; ι´)
F+G
>− (h; ι´) ≡ f : g
G
>− h
f : (p`i; g)
F×G
→ (p`i; h) ≡ f : g
F
→ h .
Map is a data type functor Earlier we gave the example that rose trees (AR, tip ∇ fork )
form a A+ L -algebra. Actually, one would define them as the data type [[A+ L]] . However,
here we use L as a component of a data type functor. So we should prove that functor L is
a data type functor whenever FA is. This is easy: the Main Theorem requires only that L
is a locally continuous functor. We know already that L is a functor, if FA is, so it remains
to show that L is locally continuous, i.e., fL is continuous in f . For this we argue
fL is continuous in f
≡ Map Def (86), Cata LFP (55)
µ(out
F
◦→ f † id; in) is continuous in f
⇐ see below
out
F
◦→ f † id; in is continuous in f
≡ composition etc. and F are continuous
true .
For the one but last step we argue as follows (quite standard in fact) to show that µ(f(f))
is continuous in f if f(f) is continuous in f . Let F be an ascending chain. Then
⊔
f∈F (µ(f(f)))
= ⊔
f∈F
⊔
n∈N ⊥.(f(f))
n
= ⊔
n∈N
⊔
f∈F ⊥.(f(f))
n
= ⊔
n∈N ⊥.
⊔
f∈F (f(f))
n
=
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⊔
n∈N ⊥.(
⊔
f∈F f(f))
n
= ⊔
n∈N ⊥.(f(
⊔
f∈F f))
n
=
µ(f(
⊔
f∈F f)) .
This is a surprisingly simple proof in comparison with the corresponding one by Malcolm [25],
the reason being that the implication “ F locally continuous implies FPR ω -co-continuous”
is already implicit in (the proof of) the Main Theorem.
5.1 Proofs of the laws
The following fact is needed several times.
(101) f † id : A † I
.
→ B † I Aux Law3
The proof is easy:
f † id : A † I
.
→ B † I
⇐ Ntrf bi-Distr (29)
f : A
.
→ B ∧ id : I
.
→ I
≡ for left conjunct: Ntrf Triv (28) and f : A→ B ;
for right conjunct: Ntrf Id (27)
true .
For Map Dual (87) we argue
([A † I| f † id; inB]) = db(B † I| outA; f † id)ec
⇐ Cata Ana Eqv (79)
f † id : A † I
.
→ B † I
≡ Aux Law3 (101)
true .
For Map Id (88) we calculate
idAL
= Map Def (86)
([id † id; in])
= functor properties: id † id = id ; Cata Id (69)
id .
For Map Distribution (89) we argue
fL; gL
= Map Def (86)
([f † id; in]); ([g † id; in])
= Cata Decompose2 (81), above Aux Law3 (101)
([f † id; g † id; in])
= functor axiom, Map Def (86)
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(f ; g)L
We remark that if one tries to prove the equation fL; gL = (f ; g)L by unfolding fL and
(f ; g)L according to Map Def (86), and then applying Cata Fusion (74), one succeeds only
if gL is strict.
For Map Homo (90) we argue
fL : inA
A†I
→ f † idBL; inB
≡ Map Def (86), Cata Homo (68)
true .
For In Ntrf (91) we argue
in : I † L
.
→ L
≡ unfold: for all f
f(I † L); in = in ; fL
≡ exchange lhs and rhs, use f(I † L) = fL(A † I); f † id
in ; fL = fL(A † I); f † id; in
≡ Map Homo (90)
true .
For Cata Factorn1 (92) we argue
fL; ([ϕ])
= Map Def (86)
([f † id; in]); ([ϕ])
= Cata Decompose2 (81), Aux Law3 (101)
true .
Again we remark that a proof with Map Def (86) followed by Cata Fusion (74) gives the
condition that ϕ be strict.
For Promo over cata (93) we argue
f : ([ϕ])
L
→ ([ψ])
≡ unfold
([ϕ]); f = fL; ([ψ])
≡ Cata Factorn1 (92)
([ϕ]); f = ([f † id; ψ])
⇐ Cata Fusion (74) (recall FA = A † I ), f is strict
f : ϕ
A†I
→ f † id; ψ
≡ given f : ϕ
I†I
→ ψ
f(A † I); f † id = f(I † I)
≡ functor properties
true .
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For Cata Ntrf (94) we argue
([ϕ]) : L
.
→⊥ I ⇐ ϕ : I † I
.
→⊥ I
≡ Promo over cata (93), Ntrf from Homo (33)
true .
For the remaining laws we can simply take the dual of the above proofs.
6 Monads and Reduce, Co-monads and Generate
Warning In comparison with Malcolm [25] there are no new laws here (but there are some
new proofs). We simply can not resist the temptation to spend another couple of pages to
the propagation of his results.
A monad is an algebraic structure that seems to occur often in programming (in disguised
form) —and elsewhere— though most programmers do not know the concept at all. In the
paper ‘Comprehending Monads’ (having two meanings indeed), Wadler [43] gives a thorough
discussion of the concept of monad and its use in functional programming. The reader is
recommended to read that article. It will then be clear that the data type AL of join-lists
over A possesses a monad, namely
(L, tau : I
.
→ L, join/ : LL
.
→ L)
where L is the map functor of join-lists, tau : α → αL is the polymorphic singleton former,
and join/ : αLL→ αL is the polymorphic flattening function that flattens a list of lists into a
single list. In order that this triple (L, tau, join/) is a monad indeed, the components tau and
join/ should be natural transformations, as suggested, and satisfy the following equations:
tau; join/ = id : α
tau L; join/ = id : αL
join/; join/ = join/L; join/
(It is not required that join/ is built from two components join and / as happens to be the
case here.) Following Malcolm [25] we show that the construction of this monad for join-lists
generalises to the map functor L of any functor FA of the form FA = A + G . A stepping
stone in this construction is the definition of ϕ/ : AL → A (“reduce-with- ϕ ”) for arbitrary
ϕ : AG→ A .
Dualisation gives a co-monad for the map functor L induced by any data type functor
FA of the form FA = A × G ; the dual of a reduce being a “generate” ϕ\ : A → AL for
ϕ : A→ AG . There seems to be no law like Map Dual (87) here.
Specialising the functor to get a monad Let FA = A+ G for some G . (Taking G = ii
makes [[FA]] the data type of nonempty binary trees with values from A at the tips, i.e.,
“nonempty join-lists over A where the join-operation is not associative”. It may be helpful
to keep this particular G in mind, since the construction below closely parallels the definition
of reduce for join-lists.) Let L be the map functor induced by FA , i.e.,
(AL, inA, outA) = [[A+ G]]
fL = ([A+ G| f + idBLG; inB]) : AL→ BL
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for f : A → B . The particular form of FA allows us to define polymorphic tau (singleton
former) and join (joining operation):
(102) tauA = ι`; inA : A→ AL Tau Def
(103) joinA = ι´; inA : ALG→ AL Join Def
(104) in = tau ∇ join : A+ALG→ AL . In Tau Join
The particular form of FA = A+ G (and the above tau and join ) allows us also to specialise
(indicated by “specd”) some definitions and laws that we already had for arbitrary FA = A† I
(in which we can take x † y = x+ yG to get FA = A+ G ):
(105) ([f ∇ ϕ]) : tau
A
→ f Cata on Tau
(106) ([f ∇ ϕ]) : join
G
→ ϕ Cata on Join
(107)
fL = ([f + idBLG; tauB ∇ joinB ])
= ([(f ; tau) ∇ join])
Map specd
(108) fL is strict Map Specd strict
(109) fL : tau
A
→ f ; tau Map on Tau
(110) fL : join
G
→ join Map on Join
(111) tau : I
.
→ L Tau Ntrf
(112) join : LG
.
→ L Join Ntrf
(113) f = g ⇐ tau; f = tau; g ∧ f, g : join
G
→ ϕ Cata UEP specd
Law Map specd (107) follows immediately from Map Def (86) by unfolding FA and †
and simplifying by combinator and functor laws. Then, by applying Cata Homo (68) and
splitting the ∇ we get Map on Tau (109) and Map on Join (110). These equations state
that tau and join are natural transformations, which is exactly what Tau Ntrf (111) and
Join Ntrf (112) denote.
Law Cata UEP (72) specialises to Cata UEP specd (113) by unfolding FA and † and
using some combinator and functor laws. Quite often it is immediate that two composite mor-
phisms f and g are both join
G
→ ϕ promotable, since composition chains the promotability
so nicely, see law Homo Compose (9). Other times it is trivial to check that tau; f = tau; g .
(When appropiate, the promotability condition or the equality-on-tau condition may be dealt
with in the hint of a calculation step.)
So, we have already the component tau : α → αL of the monad. In order to find a
“flatten” of type αLL → αL , let us try and define a reduce ϕ/ : AL → A for arbitrary
ϕ : AG→ A , and then take A,ϕ := αL, join (since join : αLG→ αL ).
Defining reduce and constructing the monad Let ϕ : AG→ A be arbitrary. We wish
to define a morphism ϕ/ of type AL → A (so that ϕ/ reduces one L of the type, whence
the name). Like we did for maps, one can derive the following definition of ϕ/ from the type
requirement alone.
(114) ϕ/ = ([A+ G| idA ∇ ϕ]) : AL→ A Reduce Def
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or, equivalently,
(115) ϕ/ : tau
A
→ idA Reduce on Tau
(116) ϕ/ : join
G
→ ϕ Reduce on Join
Here are some laws that we now can prove. In each catamorphism the functor is FA = A+ G
( = A † I where x † y = x+ yG ), and L is the map functor induced by this functor.
(117) ϕ/ is strict Reduce strict
(118) fL; ϕ/ = ([f ∇ ϕ]) Cata Factorn
(119) f : ϕ/
L
→ ψ/ ⇐ f : ϕ
G
→ ψ ∧ f strict Promo over reduce
(120) fL : join/
L
→ join/ Map Promotion
(121) ϕ/ : join/
L
→ ϕ/ Reduce Promotion
(122) ([f ∇ ϕ]) : join/
L
→ ([f ∇ ϕ]) Cata Promotion
(123) ϕ/ : L
.
→ I ⇐ ϕ : G
.
→ I Reduce Ntrf
(124) join/ : LL
.
→ L JoinRed Ntrf
(125) tauL; join/ = id : αL IdL Factorn
(126) (L, tau : I
.
→ L, join/ : LL
.
→ L) is a monad, Monad
For the generality of the form ([f ∇ ϕ]) in these laws, notice that for any ([A+ G| ψ]) with a
strict ψ : C(A+G)→ C say, we have ψ = f ∇ϕ for some f and ϕ , namely f = ι`; ψ : A→ C
and ϕ = ι´; ψ : CG→ C (also, f = tau; ([ψ]) ). So, Cata Factorn not only says that any map
followed by a reduce is a catamorphism, but also that any catamorphism can so be factored.
This theorem was first mentioned by Malcolm [24].
6.1 Proofs of the laws
For Reduce strict (117) we argue
ϕ/ strict
≡ Reduce Def (114), Strictness junc (65)
true .
For Cata Factorn (118) we argue
fL; ϕ/
= Map Def (86), Reduce Def (114)
([f + id; in]); ([id ∇ ϕ])
= Cata Decompose2 (81)
([f + id; id ∇ ϕ])
= sum-junc law
([f ∇ ϕ]) .
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For Promo over reduce (119) we argue
f : ϕ/
L
→ ψ/
≡ Reduce Def (114)
f : ([id ∇ ϕ])
L
→ ([id ∇ ψ])
⇐ Promo over cata (93), noting that I † I = I + G
f : id ∇ ϕ
I+G
→ id ∇ ψ ∧ fstrict
⇐ Homo sumFctr (11)
f : ϕ
G
→ ψ ∧ f strict .
For Map Promotion (120) we argue
fL : join/
L
→ join/
⇐ Promo over reduce (119)[ f, ϕ, ψ := fL, join, join ]
fL : join
G
→ join ∧ fL strict
≡ Map on Join (110), Map Specd strict (108)
true .
For Reduce Promotion (121) we argue
ϕ/ : join/
L
→ ϕ/
⇐ Promo over reduce (119)[ f, ϕ, ψ := ϕ/, join, ϕ ]
ϕ/ : join
G
→ ϕ ∧ ϕ/ strict
≡ Reduce on Join (116), Reduce strict (117)
true .
For Cata Promotion (122) we argue
([f ∇ ϕ]) : join/
L
→ ([f ∇ ϕ])
≡ Cata Factorn (118)
fL; ϕ/ : join/
L
→ fL; ϕ/
⇐ Homo Compose (9)
fL : join/
L
→ join/ ∧ ϕ/ : join/
L
→ ϕ/
≡ Map Promotion (120), Reduce Promotion (121)
true .
For Reduce Ntrf (123) we argue
ϕ/ : L
.
→⊥ I ⇐ ϕ : G
.
→⊥ I
≡ Promo over reduce (119)[ ψ := ϕ ], Ntrf from Homo (33)
true .
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For JoinRed Ntrf (124) we argue
join/ : LL
.
→ L
≡ Map Promotion (120), Ntrf from Homo (33)
true .
For IdL Factorn (125) we argue
tauL; join/ = idAL
≡ in rhs: Cata Id (69) and In Tau Join (104)
tauL; join/ = ([tau ∇ join])
≡ Cata Factorn (118)
true .
For Monad (126) we argue
Apart from ‘ L is a functor’, ‘ tau : I
.
→ L ’, and ‘ join/ : LL
.
→ L ’, which have been
shown above, there are just three equations to be satisfied. These are Reduce on
Tau (115)[ ϕ := join ], IdL Factorn (125), and Reduce Promotion (121)[ ϕ := join ].
Defining generate and constructing the co-monad Let FA = A× G for some G . We
have
(AL, inA, outA) = [[A× G]]
fL = db(B × G| outA; f × idALG)ec : AL→ BL
for f : A→ B , and further we define, or have,
(127) car = outA; p`i : AL→ A Car Def
(128) cdr = outA; p´i : AL→ ALG Cdr Def
(129) out = car ∆ cdr Out Car Cdr
Let ϕ : A→ AG be arbitrary. The generate with ϕ is defined
(130) ϕ\ = db(A× G| idA ∆ ϕ)ec : A→ AL Generate Def
The formulation and proofs of the laws are left to the industrious reader.
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